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BLUE CROSS CELEBRATES 25th ANNIVERSARY
April, 1969
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What Is Ri9ht In The United States

These are some thoughts expressed about Independence Day, celebrated the 4th of July:

THERE IS SOMETHING RIGHT IN AMERICA WHEN:
1. Parents accept and fulfill their responsibility to teach their children basic moral principles.
2. Persons take pride in their work, and want to perform a job well.
3. Someone speaks up for and acts on behalf of individuc:ils being _abused and deprived of
their rights.
4. People exercise their freedom of religion by participating in the public worship of God every
Sunday.
5. A government official insists on doing what is right despite pressures to do otherwise.
6. Employers pay just wages and are humane to their employees.
7. Individuals and companies help to keep America beautiful by refraining from littering the ground,
air or water; and by cleaning up some of the mess that already exists.
8. Citizens keep informed about their government, and exercise the right and responsibility
to vote.
9. Companies produce good products to be sold at a reasonable price.
10. People are honest, just, considerate, and kind because they believe these to be the highest
virtues.
(Reprinted with permission from "The Cumberlander," First Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Evansville, Indiana. by Pastor H. W Morrow.)
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SAFETY AND SECURITY
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About the cover ...

. . . the cover montage highlights the past
ten years of tremendous growth and change
of the Florida Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans
since the first issue of PROFILE was published
in July, 1968.
As we mark the tenth year of publication of
our employee magazine familiarly known as
PROFILE, we also regretfully advise our read
ers that it is the final issue. Due to budget cuts,
we began publishing the smaller, six-page
monthly tabloid MINI-PROFILE in October,
1976. Since that time, the PROFILE magazine
has been published on a quarterly basis.
Further cost containment measures have
now necessitated the publication of the six
page monthly only. It will continue to report
news articles of interest to employees, their
families, and friends and will serve both as an
informative corporate publication and as a
means of announcing employee accomplish
ments through promotion, service recognition,
and individual achievements in the Employees'
Club and work related programs.

NEW SAFETY AND SECURITY
PROGRAMS ANNOUNCED
The following new security programs are designed
to benefit employees by improving our safety and se
curity program. The implementation of all these projects
will be in effect by mid-August.

1. The Security Department began issuing photo
1.0. badges to all employees on July 5th. Begin
ning mid-August, employees will be required to
wear their 1.0. badge while in the facility.

2. Closed circuit cameras will be strategically lo
cated around our facility entrances and high traf
fice areas. None will be placed in work areas.

3. Employees should enter the facility through either
the Rosselle Lobby or the three levels of the May
Street area. For safety reasons - the loading
dock area entrances and exits have been secured.

4. All passenger elevators except one in the South
building will be shut down at 9:30 p.m. daily and
turned back on at 6:00 a.m. No passenger ele
vators will be operating in the Main building dur
ing this time.

5. To further increase the effectiveness of the safety
and security program, doorways from the stair
wells to the outer offices will be locked except for
the ground floor and twentieth floor during the
time period 6:30 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. Therefore, any
one entering the stairwells during these hours will
have to walk either down to the ground floor or up
to the twentieth floor to exit. This action will con
trol the movement of people within the facilities
after working hours.

The responsibility for implementing and administer
ing these new security programs is the responsibility of
the Safety and Security Department. However, an effec
tive security program is the responsibility of all employ
ees. Therefore, the success of these new security pro
grams depends upon your familiarization and under
standing of these security procedures.
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How safe are our elevators?
Guest speakers J. E. Settle and H. E. Wayt, �
men for the Otis Elevator Company, and Dave \
their serviceman in our buildings, told Safety C
at their monthly meeting in May: "Accident recorc
piled by Otis indicate elevators are the safest
public transportation."
They pointed out the many safety features ir
rated in our elevators and the emergency rem
passengers from elevators. They also assured
our elevators are the finest and most modern in 1
vator industry.
They also explained that there are five tirr
amount of cables installed in our elevators than
quired by law for safety. It was emphasized tha
safety precaution is taken to ensure that our 1
elevators are as safe as possible.
As an example, the visitors outlined the 1965
out in the Northeast which covered an area whE
serviced approximately 20,000 elevators. Ther,
355 passengers detained in 161 elevators loc;
103 buildings, and most passengers were remc
less than one hour with only one minor injury occ
This fine safety record can only be attributec
fact that the entire operation was supervised by p
trained mechanics, aware of all the hazards invc
removing passengers from stalled elevators unde
gency conditions.
The Florida Plans have a 24 hour a day contrE
Otis which affords us the availability of expert r
any elevator emergency that might arise.

Cross Association

lil' Blue Shield Association
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HOW ASTROLOGY CAN HELP YOU
GET ALONG WITH YOUR BOSS
k"lrk*

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

***-irlf

j�;;Your Bed Isn't Made of Roses
It's Time to Change the Sheets

urus' ambition is restrained. Unlike Aries, Taurus can
it for leadership. Strong, silent, Taurus the Bull works
adily and persistently until the goal is achieved. And
.1rus' reputation for stubbornness is deserved.
.1rus often grooves on music-watch for a transistor
io or a fancy stereo systerr. nearby.
irus people may seem lazy, self-indulgent and sensual.
�ir clothing will be made of the finest fa bric available
y love the feel of finery against their skin. The scent of
,ensive aftershave or perfume floats by with them.
• they also relate to food, and the yolk from their Eggs
1edict may dot their laps or the toes of their spit-shined
-es.

�.........-�

1rus men and women seem to be ideal bosses. Always
1sant, never nagging. Supportive of subordinates in
r work and understanding about personal problems.
this is very tempting, comfortable-and deceptive.
:ir easygoing, docile attitude allows you to push and
h and push, while they smile and shrug and grow
i quiet. But some day you'll push once too often and
yourself reporting to a new department before the
has dried on your transfer papers.

'
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ent, determined, loyal-your Taurus boss expects the
1e qualities from you. And Taurus bosses are tradi
alist. Don't think you can get away with too-long
or "flexible" hours. If you want to make a Tau�us
; really happy, throw a pie in someone's face. Out of
:Jtfice, a Taurus loves slapstick
r*-irlf

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

*****

s possible to be in two places simultaneously, Gemini
do it. In the office, you can spot a Gemini-a phone
iach ear, several conversations going at once, desk
ered with scraps of paper and endless lists.
ninis possess a natural wit and the gift of gab. They're
salesmen or the con artists of the zodiac-you can
them in Marketing or in jail. Mimicry is Geminis'
�. and they can improve morale with accurate imita
s of the person in charge.

dership is definitely not their thing. If your boss is a
nini, it's a fluke. Geminis hate routine, tradition and
kind of organization.
if Geminis find themselves in positions of authority,
assured they are not comfortable there. They're too
atient to lead for long periods, so the department
, lapse into anarchy without a good Number Two
on. If you work for a Gemini, be sure to remind your
; of everything-it will be appreciated even if it's never
1tioned.
pie fascinate Geminis, but they seldom praise and
om condemn. Their brilliant minds are in such chaos
they're forced to categorize people; make sure they
;our name under "Promotable" and you have it made.
printed courtesy THE TIMES MAGAZINE, copyrighted by Army Times Pub
Company, Washington, D.C. These articles are the eleventh and final in a
Space did not permit our publishing these the last two months.)

Walk up one
flight,
down two

fl-�
.

I

Healthy hearts and lungs for all employees!
We're not giving them away, but you can develop
them by conforming to an often ignored policy concern
ing use of stairwells:
WALK UP ONE FLIGHT .. .WALK DOWN TWO.
Elevators throughout our complex are bulging at the
seams, especially during the lunch period.As a courtesy
and to ease the "stopping-at-each-floor" syndrome,
employees are urged to make the "up one, down two"
policy a way of life - and possibly even a life-saving
way of life through the by-products of strengthened
hearts and lungs.
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It's Monday morning. You wake up late, no time
for breakfast. The shirt you planned to wear is dir
ty and your slacks need ironing.
The neighbors are fighting again. The radio
blares the weather forecast -- it's going to rain this
afternoon.
Traffic, as usual, is so backed up you're feeling
claustrophobic and you wish that clown behind you
would get off your bumper. Just as things begin to
clear, the guy in front of you stalls.
Off the Beltway, you hit every possible red light
and now, like an animal stalking its prey, you
search for a parking space.
Up the elevator, into the office, you are greeted
by cold "you're late" glares. Before your coat is
off, the phone starts ringing and you know it's go
ing to keep ringing all day long.
Not too many people would laugh away these
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday... morning blues.
We know them all too well.
Sometimes the most minor irritations, like burnt
toast or hearing someone nag can set off a chain of
mounting frustrations.
We call it stress: a word so common to our
vocabulary we rarely stop to think about its effect
on our bodies, our minds and our emotions.
Stress is our body's physical, mental and
chemical reaction to circumstances that frighten,
excite, confuse, endanger or irritate us. It is virtual
ly impossible to go through life without stress,
which has its good points and its bad.
First the bad. If you let stress get out of hand, it
can cause hypertension, ulcers, asthma, rheumatoid
arthritis, or an overactive thyroid gland. It also
contributes to heart disease and weakening of other
body organs. And if you begin to lofse control
consistantly in stressful situations, you are more
than likely on your way to an emotional and
physical breakdown.
And now the good. Stress is one of the main fac
tors that makes us react instantly in an alarming
situation. It prompt� us to think fast and move fast
in times of emergency. Many of us contend that we
work better under pressure. We have stress to
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thank for meeti ng deadl ines and making decisions
u nder pressure; w ithout s tress, many o f us would
function with a l ow productivity rate.
H ow well you choose to handle l i fe time stresses
depends on the amount of control you have over
t hem . For i nstance, you have no control over the
death o f a loved one, b u t you can maintain some
control over your living situation, your relationship
with family and friends , and your social activities .
Y our personal l i fe frequently causes the greatest
amount of stress . When things at home are on
shakey grou n d , the feeli ngs of tension, fear and
frustration are carried with you to wor k . And a
day of working around the subtle worries that
distress your h ome l i fe can accelerate problems by
t he time you return to your family i n the even i ng .
I t is essential that you work out problems in their
early stages . L istening, talking, understanding the
ot her person ' s frustrations and they , in turn, shar
i ng yours will ease stress and help problems sub
side. Y ou may not have control over solving a l l
y o u r problems b u t y o u m a y be a b l e to control o r
reduce those t h a t m a k e y o u part icularly uptigh t .
Work . T h e word, even when mentioned in pass
ing, can initiate a tightening stomach , sweaty palms
or a racing heart bea t . On the other hand , it can
prom ote a state of lethargy , a lazy , i ndi fferent
numbness towards your world .
M any people, -especially those i n high human
contact occupations, su ffer from the bu rn-out syn
d rome. The stress o f working and the high cost of
caring can drain people of thei r abil ities to cope
with daily situations .
The high rate of alcoholism , divorce, and mental
i l l ness in professions which are people o riented is
s taggeri ng .
D r . Christina M aslach, a San Francisco
psychologist explains burn-out : " W hen y ou burn
out , your emotional center goes . There ' s nothing
t hat you reall y care about . You don ' t have any op
timistic feelings, only negative ones . Y ou don ' t like
t he people you work with and wish they ' d go away .
You treat them in i nstitutional, routinized , de
humanizing ways . "

H ow can you deal with burn-ou t? D r . M as lach
advises that you strive for an atti tude of detached
concern . " Detached concern is a very d i fficult state
for most people to reach , " said M asbach w h o
fou nd that m ost people often revert to being overly
detached a fter a period of burn-out .
Outside activities and recreational i nterest s
decrease stress a n d contribute to a healthier m i nd
and bod y . Creative hobbies , sports or a leis u rely
walk can divert your t houghts and bring t hem into
a more relaxing state.
Our com mercial market has been inu ndated with
stress-relieving books teaching us how to l ive guilt
free lives . But it is up to you to determ ine your
own stress level , discovering what produces stress
and how to cope with i t . Develop a change i n
behavior, i f necessary, and set the priorities you
consider to be the purpose of your l i fe.
Your goals should be set realistically, not ex
ceeding the levels of your own capacity . Once t hey
are clearly established , you should be able to han
dle the daily stress fu l events without going u nder .
We all have days when we have had enough,
when weekends can not come too soo n . Take time
to relax ; make a special effort to be good to
yoursel f. Physical and emotional stability require
our every effort to lovingly care for ourselves ;
keeping us well so we may better care for others .
The following Social Readj ustment rating scale is
one o f the many facets of stress discussed in t he
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Stress book let .
L i fe changes are not all stress fu l i n a negative
sense. Vacations , marriages , the birth o f a baby
can all be very exciting . They also add to our
stress , and require us to cope, adapt or change to
some degree.
The numbers in the right-hand column of the
chart represent the amount, duration and severity
of change requ i red to cope with each i tem , averag
ed from responses of hundreds of people.
The m ore changes you undergo i n a given period
of time, the m ore poi nts you accum u late. The
higher the score, the m ore likely you are to have a
healt h change. Take a moment to add u p the score
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Helen Royal, Congressional In
quiries, received this compliment:
"Just a note to you to thank you for
your assistance. I know when a prob
lem reaches a person's desk who
really cares about people, it can make
such a difference, and I feel you
made the extra effort to settle our
problem and we do appreciate it so
much. "

* * * *

Mitch Nowicki, Provider Utilization
Review , received this letter about
Thelma Williams and a recent work
shop she presented: "It was so inter
esting and informative. Everyone sat
spellbound and could have spent the
entire day listening to her. It gave
everyone a boost and a better under
standing of the Medicare program."

* * * *

Jim Van Wagner, St. Petersburg
office, forwarded this letter: "May I
extend to you and your staff my most
grateful thanks for your efforts and
support in my claims. Special thanks
to Ronnie Williams, Betty Travel
stead , Madge Putnam and Li nda
Pavlovich who gave me the support
I needed. "

* * * *

Don Crosset, Director, P.A.R. D . ,
received this note from a Florida nurs
ing center: "I would like to take the
opportunity to compliment Jose
Porto, Coral Gables, on his conduct
during the recent audit. He showed
a great deal of professionalism and a
high degree of proficiency in Med
icare law."

* * *

*

A Miami subscriber took time to
relay these thoughts concerning
Romie Martin, Subscribers Service:
"I'm happy to say that I had coms
spondence with you in the past, found
you to be very helpful and am delight
ed to touch base with you again."
Romie feels this excerpt as well as
additional comments "are a good re
flection on my clerks that they are do
ing a good job also."

President Herbert received this
letter concerning Lillian Hill, Claims
Correspondence: "She has been very
helpful to me in getting this claim pro
cessed. Without her help I am sure
this claim would still be pending. I ap
preciate her efficient assistance. "

* * * *

Alan Adey, Director, Audit and
Rate Review, received these com
ments from a local hospital: "As the
coordinator for the Medical Secre
taries' luncheons, I would like to thank
you for all the assistance at our meet
ings. Your willingness to help and the
time you spent has certainly added
another dimension to our hospital
public relations and education."

* * * *

Emily Jimenez of the Sarasota
office received two thank you letters:
"I would like to express my appreci
ation for the helpful and courteous
service I received from Emily in get
ting my bills in order. Thank you for
having people like her working for
you." "I think you should be aware of
her dedication to the people you
serve. Her patience, her friendly way
and her knowledge are unusual. "

* * * *

Elese O' Neill, Tallahassee, received these thanks: "Thank you for
being so nice in helping my husband
convert his insurance. Blue Cross is
very fortunate to have a person like
you in their company - you are in
deed an asset. "

*

* * *

Thanks were sent to Jack McAbee,
Vice President-Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Claims, concerning Jane Bren
nan, Claims Communications: "She
showed extraordinary ability in getting
some things done expediently and in
placating me. We have all heard the
old axiom, 'You just can't get good
employees anymore, ' but you have
one in Jane. I am sure you realize it.
I want you to know that one of your
customers does also. "
PROFILE /TWENTY-ONE

Do n n a Wi nd ham and !
Woodruff of Merritt Island wr,
Hedrick concerning one of I
ployees: "We would like to co
Judy Stauderman for her outs
efforts in assisting field office
nel. Judy will always take t
extra step to get us an ansv1
is accurate. If she doesn't kr
answer, she will take whateVE
sures necessary to obtain onE
1

* * * *

President Herbert receiv1
note: "Just recently I needed
help with my Medicare and in�
accounts and I found help ar
consideration from a wonderf1
ness l ady by the name of
Sluder, Control Transcribing.
very intelligent, with a fine telE
personality and I would like to <
ment you for having such a fir
employed in your organizatior

* * * *

"Courteous treatment is
appreciated, but even more sc
one is going through illness pre
I felt I must tell you how muc
preciated the assistance and
eration given to me by your
tionist Arlie Emsley and you
tamer Service Representative,
Hester, Coral Gables branch. I
these persons were helpful. "

* * * *

This note came in regardir
Nelson, St. Petersburg branch
"I cannot say enough for th(
ness, consideration and assi
she gave and the results sh
duced. Supervisors, I am sun
more complaints than praise.
this letter of praise helps to b
your day. "

* * * *

Recent phone calls to the
have commented on the nev
face that's been used in the la
issues of MINI-PROFILE. "I fir
reading more stories, " and "It's
more readable, " were two <
remarks.

" P ROS & CONS" W I N WI NTE R BOWLI NG LEAG U E
nne and Ed Davis and Carol and Flakey Blanton made

"Pros & Cons" G rand Winner team of the Employees'
inter mixed bowl ing league by becom ing the fi rst team
wi n both the first and second halves.
)II -off was held on Saturday, May 20, between the sec
id th i rd place win ners of each half to determine the
Winner R u n ner- U p . The team of Jane and Poncho
in and Linda and Ron Hammett was the winner.
vidual trophies were awarded at a banq uet held on
0 at Cec i l Field to both the G rand Winners and the
-Up G rand Winners as wel l as fi rst, second and third
vinne rs of the fi rst and second half of the league and
,ers of h i g h game and series, scratch and hand icap,
rerages, and most improved . All troph ies were purout of the prize fund , and the Employees' Club paid
banquet.

ly passes for two complete d i n ners to the men and women
who bowled high and low game.
First Place

Dianne Davis
Carol Blanton
Ed Davis
Flakey Blanton

First Place
same as above

FI RST HALF
Second Place
Jane Brennan
Linda Hammett
Poncho Brennan
Ron Hammett

SECOND HALF
Second Place
Ann Gregory
Roy Miller
Ray Bozeman
David Rice

Third Place

Clare Bellau
Kathy Burrell
Nick Burrell
Ned Bellau

Third Place
same as above

,ecial plaque was presented to the Manager of Captain
tau rant, Tony Riezno, who donated $800 worth of week-

of those changes that have applied to you in the
last year.
I f you scored below 1 50 points , you are on pret
ty safe gound -- about a one-in-three chance o f
serious change i n t h e next t w o years. I f you scored
over 300 points, be glad your Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plan covers you - your chances are almost 90
percent.
If you or your family would like a free copy of
Stress, contact the Communications Department
10-S.
Life Event

THIRD PLACE WINNER: From left, Kathy and Nick Burrell, and
Ned and Clare Bel/au.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

1 0.

VD WINNERS: From left, Carol and Ffakey Blanton, Ed and
)avis.

INDIVIDUAL WINNERS: From left, Bonnie Godbold, high series
handicap, 725; Marjorie Johnson, high average, 1 6 1 and high game
handicap, 2 78; Linda Hammett, high series scratch, 553. Not pictured
are Jane Brennan, high game scratch, 2 1 3 and Jane Williams, most
improved, 10 pins.

VER-UP GRANO WINNER: Linda and Ron Hammett. Jane and
grennan are not pictured.

ND PLACE, SECOND HALF: From left, David Rice, Ann
Roy and Julia Miller, Ray Bozeman is not pictured.

INDI VIDUAL WINNERS: From left. F/akey Blanton , high game
scratch, 263 and Ned Bel/au, high series handicap, 706. Not pictured
are Jim Reed, high series scratch, 640; Poncho Brennan, high game
handicap, 278; Ray Bozeman, high average, 180; Richard Beltrami,
most improved, 1 8 pins.
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11.
1 2.
1 3.
1 4.
1 5.
1 6.
1 7.
18.
1 9.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31 .
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41 .
42.
43.

Death o f spouse
Divorce
Marita I separation
J a i l term
Death of c lose fam i l y member
Person a l i n j u ry or i l l ness
M arriage
F i red at work
Marital reco n c i l iation
Reti rement
Change i n hea l t h of family member
Preg n a n-cy
Sex d if f i c u lt ies
G a i n of new fam i l y member
B u s i ness readj ustment
Change in f i nancial state
Death o f c lose friend
Change to d i fferent l i ne of work
Change i n n u mber of arg u ments w i t h spouse
M ortgage over $ 10,000
Forec l o s u re o f mortgage or loan
Change in respo n s i b i l i t ies at work
Son or daug hter leavi n g home
Tro u b l e with i n-laws
Outsta n d i n g personal ach ievement
Wife began or stop work
Beg i n o r end school
Chang� in l iv i n g cond i t i o ns
Rev i s i o n of personal habits
Tro u b l e w i t h boss
Change i n work hours or cond i t i o n s
Change in residence
Change i n schools
Change i n recreat ion
Change in c h u rc h activit ies
Change i n soc ial act ivit ies
M ortgage or loan less than $10,000
Change i n s leep i n g h abits
Change in n umber of fami l y get-tog ethers
Change i n eat i n g habits
Vacat i o n
Ch ristmas
M i nor v i o l at io n s of the law

ry

�
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D

Mean Value
1 00
73
65
63
63
53
50
47
45
45
44
40
39
39

39
38
37
36
35
31
30
29
29
29
28
26
26
25
24
23
20
20
20
19
19
18

\

17

16
15
15
13
12

11
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(Reprinted with permission of Eileen Gilmartin. author and editor "Planette," May, 1978,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Maryland.)
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Affirmative Action is one of the
most important personnel programs
in operation at Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida. To help provide a
better understanding of the program,
the Corporate EEO/AAP Coordinator,
.,, Gale Franz, has provided answers to
the following frequently asked quesGale Franz
tions about the program.
1 . What is an Affirmative Action Program (AAP)?
It is a set of specific, results-oriented procedures to
which a contractor commits himself to apply every
good faith effort. The objective of those procedures
plus such efforts is equal employment opportunity.
An AAP requires an analysis of the workforce and a
plan of action to correct problem areas that have
been identified. Each year this plan is updated for
the corporations, reviewed and approved by the
Plans' President and submitted to the Blue Cross
Association.
2. Is there a difference between Affirmative Action
and Equal Employment Opportunity?
Yes, Affirmative Action refers to "positive steps"
taken by an employer to bring females and minority
group members (MGM's) into his employment force,
and to move them upward within the organization.
Affirmative Action usually is goal-oriented and can
be measured through the improvements made by an
organization in the hiring, training, and promoting
of females and minority group members (MGM's) in
its workforce. Simply stated, Affirmative Action refers
to the positive steps or action taken to obtain pre
determined results. Equal Employment Opportunity
is a result of Affirmative Action.

VJ

3. What criteria are used generally to establish short
and long-range goals?
In establishing short-and long-range goals we con
sider the results which could reasonably be expected
from putting forth every good faith effort to make the
overall affirmative action program work. In addition,
determining levels of goals, we consider the factors
listed in Revised Order No. 4, sections 60-2. 1 1
and 60-2 . 1 2 .

EMPLOYEES' CLUB OFFERS

4 . Why d o Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
have an AAP?
The Plans are committed to Equal Employment Op
portunity for all persons without regard to race, sex,
age, color, religion or national origin. We believe
that an affirmative action program, designed for im
plementation throughout all corporate ranks, pro
vides the most effective method for maintaining
equal employment opportunity. Federal regulations
require that this affirmative action program be in
writing.

Photos by Priscilla Cochran

With bikini weather now upon us many
employees have decided it is time to rearrange a
few inches and get rid of a few pounds through our
new Employees' Club Slimnastics course.

5. When a goal is set to fill a position with a minority
or female, what effots are made to achieve that
goal?
Every good faith effort is put forth to achieve the
goal. Naturally, we prefer to fill these "focus jobs"
from within our own ranks; this is the essence of affir
mative action, particularly in our case where minorities
and females already participate in our workforce to
a greater extent than they are represented in the
population. Where, however, individuals are not avail
able internally, we contact minority employment
agencies, colleges and high schools, as well as state
and local agencies. We also advertise these positions
in minority-oriented publications. Similar contacts are
made for female recruitments.
6. Are the corporations required by the AAP to hire
or promote a person simply because that person
is a minority or female?
No. All such employment decisions are to be made
without regard to such factors as race or sex. The
Plans, however, are required to work toward full utili
zation of minorities and females in our workforce.
7. Does our Affirmative Action Program require the
use of a "quota" system?
No. Federal regulations specifically state that affirma
tive action goals are not to be rigid, inflexible quotas.
Managers should base employment decisions upon
the qualifications of the applicants for a position, and
the person selected should be one who can perform
the duties of that job.
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The twelve-week, hourly sessions began on
June 5 under the guidance of May K. May, an
experienced instructor from the Washington, D.C.,
Maryland, and Virginia area. She has an extensive
background in dance and movement, and brings
her experience in "inches off" and "general body
toning" to improve the physical and mental
endurance of our employees. Mary, wife of Greg
May, Facilities Management, says the course offers
more than just weight control; it also includes better
body balance and control, relaxation work to relieve
stress, tension, and fatigue, and teaches breathing
control.

The four classes held Monday, Wednesday, and
Thursday (2) evenings after work drew 70
employees. Mrs. May has plans to hold additional
classes in the fall for employees who may be trying
to get "into" their winter wardrobes!
Best of luck to the participants. Hope we see
"less of you" around the pool this summer!
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SLIM NAST/CS!

: D DOU BLES
A N EY H E LD
;AWG RASS

3 tennis league's first mixed
is tournament of the year was
t the Sawgrass Racquet Club
ployees and their families and

3 teams were assigned to flights
ling to ability, and the contend
ayed the round-robin on the
ion of May 20. The sun was hot,
3 spirit of competition kept the
; going - and when the smoke
d Li nda Blake and George
emerged the victors in the
A.. division. Flight B-1 was won
rley Edlin and Richard Wisor,
oe Grantham partnered with
e, Peggy, to win the B-2 di
The overall champ in Flight B
3cided after a playoff between
o Flights with the Granthams
� the title. The final tally was
3te when Larry George and
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The winners in the recent mixed doubles tennis tournament are, from left, Larry George and
Joann Bobbitt, Joe and Peggy Grantham, Linda Blake and George Ragan, and Shirley Edlin and
Richard Wisor.

Joann Bobbitt finished first in the
Flight C division.
The contenders enjoyed playing
at Sawgrass as it is a beautiful spot

for tennis competition. According to
Hal Neill, President of the Tenn is
League, they will probably play future
tournaments at this site.

Emplo1Jees Help MickelJ Mouse Celebrate 50th 8irthda1J

Employees' Club annual excursion to Disney
Jn June 10 drew 210 employees and guests. The
aid half of the $ 10.00 charter bus trip while em3 used their Magic Kingdom Club cards for dis
ickets.
i buses departed Jacksonville at 7:00 a.m. and
d 15 hours later full of weary but happy "mouse-

8. How does the government insure compliance with
Affi rmative Action?
The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
(OFCCP) was established to administer and monitor
Affirmative Action Programs by conducting compli
ance reviews of practices and policies relating to
equal employment. The Office of Federal Contracts
Compliance Programs (OFCCP) is charged with the
responsibility of monitoring the Affirmative Action
compliance of the Plans ·and the insurance industry
generally. The OFCCP ensures compliance by having
audits conducted as well as reviewing progress re
ports we are required to submit quarterly on our AAP.
9. What progress have the Plans made in the past
five years toward achieving equal employment?
Minority representation in the Corporations has in
creased, and minorities and females are being pro
moted into positions which traditionally they have
not occupied. Policies have been scrutinized to en
sure that equity exists for all employees. In addition,
programs such as job posting have proven to be
effective vehicles for upward mobility within the or
ganization. The corporations have increased partici
pation in upward mobility programs which help pre
pare individuals for business opportunities. The
corporate emphasis during 1 978 will continue to be
placed on the upward movement of minorities and
females.

BON ES, THEM BONES,
TH E M DRY BON ES !
The body of every organization has four kinds of
bones:
There are the "wish-bones" who wish someone
else would do all the work.
■ There are the "jaw-bones" who do all the talking
but very little else.
There are the "knuckle-bones" which knock every
thing that anybody else tries to do.
Finally, there are the "back-bones" who get under
the load and do all the work.

■

Years in Show Business - Mickey Mouse and all his famous

)als celebrate his 50 years in show business daily in the Walt
Vorld Magic Kingdom. "Mickey Mouse's 50th Birthday Parade"
ace through November 18, the anniversary of his 1928 film
the first talking cartoon, "Steamboat Willie. "
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Below are the latest deletions and additions
regarding HMP physicians in case you missed
them on the bulletin board postings:

■
■

Deletions

J. Ghata, M.D.
Julian C. Gregorio, M. D.
Walter C. Kelly, M.D.
Bhojraj Peryani , M. D.
Walter Scott, M.D.
N. H. Tucker, M. D.
Jose L. Zubero, M. D.
Add

Sergia Medina Lagman, M.D.
Mohammed Mona, M. D.
Ernest Nicolitz, M. D.
Grady Stewart, M. D.

FEATHER YOUR NEST

Saving money is a hard
thing to do. But saving with
U.S. Savings Bonds, through
the systematic and relatively
painless method of payroll
+ C"- k :��
1, • "" }''\}'deduction J is a good way to \ \ · :"-:.. .,,S...�
�� '
:�
start. Your m oney is being - � � � · \
saved before you ever see it, ', , ·
'-,
and if you don't see it, you
won't miss it. A little some
thing stashed away is a pretty
secure feeling - for that new
home, a college education, or
whatever your needs dictate.
More employees are "feathering their nests" through
our annual Savings Bond Drive which was held during
the week of May 15-1 9, resulting in 139 new partici
pants in the program bringing our total Savings Bond en
rollment to 378. Special thanks go to the PROFILE Re
porters who served as consultants and provided much
needed assistance in answering questions concerning
the program for their respective floors.
Welcome to those who joined the program and
thanks wo those who increased their deductions - you
are putting your money where your heart is - in America.
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Plans Participate in Pine Castle Bar-B-Q/Carnival

'

Manning our booth at the Bar-B-Q,
from left, are Rudy Norton, Comrr
Relations; Debbie Jones, Records
Retention; Joan Parrish, Medicare
Communications. Not shown, Patr
Hughes and Gwendolyn Trapp, 1-i

R u dy Norton, Employee/Community Relations
Representative, is pleased to announce that the Florida
Plans furnished and manned a booth for the 24th Annual
Pine Castle Bar-B-Q/Carnival on May 20th, sponsored
by the Pine Castle Foundation of Jacksonville. The Pine
Castle Center offers skills training for the mentally re
tarded (usually 18 and over) in the areas of horticulture,
woodcraft and light carpentry, assembly work, custodial
services, food services, crafts and ceramics.
Rudy coordinated the activities and tended the booth
along with four volunteer employees from Medicare B ,
Records Retention, and H.R.I.C. Several guests stopped
by our glassware booth and tried their luck at winning a
prize at ten cents a throw. Games included bingo, darts,
If you seem to be arrivi ng late to
wo rk m o re and more freq uently, it
does n't n ecessari ly mean yo u d i s
l i ke you r job, o r you r boss or you r
co-workers . Very s i m ply, it cou l d
mean that you j u st hate getti ng u p i n
the morn i n g . I f yo u ' re m i serab l e
when t h e alarm ri ngs, h e re are 1 0
t i p s fo r eas i n g t h e ritua l .
Very few o f u s bou n d o u t o f bed
in the morn i n g with the agi li ty of a
cat . It's p robably more l i ke the crawl
of a sloth . Why? I s there someth i ng
wrong with us . . . ou r jobs . . . ou r
motivat i o n ? Maybe. I n some cases a
d i sappo i n ti n g wo rk envi ro n m e n t
can make u s want t o hid e i n bed .
But fo r the majo ri ty of wo rki ng
Ameri can s , gett i n g u p i n the morn
i n g is t o rt u re fo r a v e ry s i m p l e
reason : i t's a physica l strai n . "The
sheer bu s i n ess of p u l l i ng the body

together, tu rn i n g on all the systems
in the b rai n , and fi guri ng out exactly
wh ere yo u are req u i res com p l ete
reo ri entati o n , " says psyc h i at ri st Dr.
L eo n ard Ca m m e r , author of Up
f r o m D e p res s i o n . N evert h e l e s s ,
t h ere are ways for us t o face th e day
and wake up i n the morn i n g if not
with a smi le, then with less than a
g roan . H e re are some suggestions :
Use you r alarm clock correctly: Set
you r clock fo r the exact time you
want to awa ken in the morn i n g and
get up as soon as it ri n gs . Don't fal l
bac k onto t h e p i l l ows fo r " j u st a few
m o re zzzzzzzzzzs . " Th i s ma kes get
ti n g up all the harder. And if you
do n 't have any roosters crowi n g i n
the yard , use anoth er of natu re's
al arm clocks - the su n . Use as
transparent a shade as possible to
l et in more l i ght. Getting up in the
PROFILE/EIGH T

d a r k req u i res p u tti n g o n a l i g h t
wh ich ta kes a l o t o f additi o n al ef
fo rt .
Avoid heavy food and excessive
drinki ng before going to sleep: H eavy
foods make it diffi cu lt to get to sleep
and to sl eep so u n d ly. Th u s it's all
the harder to get u p in the m o rn i ng.
Even wo rse i s the fact that you ' re
putti n g a great deal of strai n on the
d i gestive system wh ich i s wo rki ng
overt i m e on that "su m ptuous buf
fet" that you devo u red . And heavy
d ri n k i ng w i l l put yo u to s l eep al
right, but the way you' re goi ng to
feel in the morn i n g wou l d m a ke the
most p u nctual person wan t to stay
i n bed . . . fo reve r !
Set out everything you'll need i n the
morni ng the night before: N oth i n g' s
worse t h a n gropi n g arou n d i n t h e
morn i n g p u l l i n g together an outfit

Employees Participate in Chamber of
Commerce Membership Blitz

-•

A team of four of our employees vied for an all
expense paid Las Vegas vacation for two, awarded to
the top money producer in the Chamber of Commerce's
1978 membership Blitz Competition June 7 and 8.
During the two day event more than 125 prospective
members were contacted by our team which sold four
memberships for a total of $600.00. A free six-month
area council membership was given to every business
that joined during the two day Blitz.
Employees from 25 company teams competed for
weekend accommodations at fine hotels throughout
Florida, dinner for two at famous Jacksonville restau
rants, a ten-speed bicycle and other prizes donated by
local businesses. A prize was awarded for every new
Chamber investment sold.
The Chamber assisted volunteers with their sales
efforts by conducting comprehensive training sessions,

a dunking tank, and several prizes were raff!
Plants, stuffed animals, a country store and han,
were also available. A spokesman for Pine Ca
ported money from the day's events totaled $;
Proceeds from this year's Annual Bar-8-Q/C
were targeted for residential care for the ment
tarded. The State of Florida is trying to return a!
of the retarded as possible to the local comm
and housing for them here in Jacksonville is
needed.
Plants and handicrafts can be purchased fr1
"country store" at 491 1 Spring Park Road at ve
sonable prices. Stop and shop! Support this UnitE
Agency !
May 17, 18 and 23, to explain the purpose of th
and to demonstrate some of the sales tools.
The Blitz resulted in more than $30,000, it v,,
nounced during Las Vegas Night, a wrap-up p
June 8 for the employee teams and staff.

Pictured here are some Blue Cross and Blue Shield v
employees who worked on the Chamber of Commerce Annu
bership Blitz, from left, Tom Purvis, Medicare B Claims; Al
President Atlantic Banks; Thelma Johnson, Blue Shield lnterfa,
Parrish , Medicare 8 Correspondence; Jack Quaritius, Pr
Chamber of Commerce; and Rudy Norton, Employee!Commt
lations Representative.
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actual Retirement Program benefit. Actual salary in
creases (as compared to the salary assumptions
used in the estimates on the Employee Benefits
Statement) could result in a higher actual Retirement
Program benefit at age 65 than at age 62. In any
case, with Social Security plus the Retirement Pro
gram benefit, the Retirement Income will be higher
at age 65 than at age 62.
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my Benefits Statement, it shows higher retirement
1efits for age 62 than for age 65. Why is this?

! Normal Retirement Age under the Program is
� 65. However, if an employee retires early at age
or after, the Program provides that benefits can
payable without the reduction normally made.
; Program feature permits employees to select a
·ement date at any time between ages 62 and 65
1out a significant loss of Retirement Prog_r am
1efits.

estimated age 62 Retirement Program benefit
wn on the employee benefits statement is higher
1 the estimated age 65 pension for an employee
> will have completed 30 or more years service
ge 62 and age 65. Here is an explanation of why
occurs. Three factors are considered in esti
ing the age 62 and age 65 Retirement Program
efits: ( 1) Years of Service, (2) Salary, and (3)
ial Security.
Nhen an employee will have at least 30 years of
;ervice (full service) at both ages 62 and 65, the
;ervice factor is the same at each age.

,ince it is impossible to know what an individual's
;alary increase will be in the future, the estimates
m the employee benefits statement assume that
he current salary continues unchanged in the
uture. Therefore, the salary used to estimate the
1ge 62 and age 65 pension benefits is the same.
·he third factor affecting the estimated pension
; the amount of benefit from Social Security. This
1mount is not the same at ages 62 and 65. By
3rminating employment at age 62, an employee
,ill be entitled to less Social Security at age 65
1an if employment contin ed to age 65. For this
3ason, the offset for Social Security in the calcu1tion of the Retirement Program benefit is more
t age 65 than at age 62.

NEW BLUE SHIELD BOARD MEMBERS
ORIENTATION HELD

Three new Blue Shield Board members attended a
one-day orientation session on June 15 at our head
quarters to become more acquainted with our oper
ations. New members attending were Dr. Anthony J.
Vento, Mr. Varnum A. Heyl, and Mr. Middleton T.
Mustian. Dr. Thomas D. Bartley was unable to be pres
ent. Dr. Donald G. Nikolaus and Dr. Louis C. Murray
were guests, representing the Board of Governors of
the Florida Medical Association.
President J . W. Herbert opened the meeting with a
discussion on the corporate organization and the· rela
tionship with the Insurance Department, Blue Cross As
sociation and Blue Shield Association. Next on the pro
gram was Senior Vice President-Marketing and External
Affairs, W. J. Stansell, who spoke on corporate objec
tives and how they are accomplished, corporate charter
and by-laws, and the legal responsibility of Blue Shield
Board members. The final presentation before lunch
was given by W. R. Skelley, Vice President-Finance,
who talked about our financial operation.
The afternoon was "kicked-off" when J. D. Lewis,
Senior Vice Pr_esident-Benefits Administration, clarified
the claims systems involving Blue Shield and Medicare
8. Dr. Richard C. Dever, Vice President-Medical Direc
tor, presented a medical review and explained the
Claims Com mittee's function. Blue Shield contracts were
discussed by W. A. Miller, Vice President-Marketing.
Following Mr. Miller's discussion, G. S. Lewis, Vice
President-Physician Affairs, spoke about his division's
responsibilities.

1J

e the salary and service factors are the same in
the age 62 and age 65 estimates, the only dif1ce in the benefit calculation is the amount of
al Security. Because a higher amount of Social
Jrity is subtracted from the age 65 estimate than
3.ge 62 estimate, the estimated amount of Retire
t Program benefit at age 62 is higher.

1

1 employee continues working from age 62 to
65, actual increases in salary which occur dur
that period will be included in determining the

From left are J. D. Lewis, Dr. Vento, Mr. Mustian, Dr. Nikolaus, Dr.
Murray, Mr. Heyl and G. S. Lewis.
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t o w e a r to wo r k t h ro u g h h a l f
opened eyes a n d with a half-a l e rt
m i n d . Most l i kely you r select i o n wi l l
l eave a l ot to b e d es i red . I f you p lan
what yo u ' re goi n g t o we ar and lay it
out the n i g h t befo re , yo u wo n ' t
eve n h av e t o t hi n k t he next m o rn
i n g . You ' l l j u st h ave to t ry to get it on
right-side out !
Expect to have a good day: N ega
tive th o u g h ts wi l l keep you u n d e r
t he cove rs , so th i n k positively a n d
look fo rwa rd to the day. Wo rry i s a
waste of t i m e and e ne rgy , a n d you
can be u s i n g that wasted e n e rgy to
get yo u rself u p .
Put your dreams i n their place: We
a l l have rec u r ri n g d reams that we
put in p rope r pe rspective the m i 
n u t e t h e s u n h i ts ou r eyes . Oth e r
d reams c a n b e d i stu rb i n g a n d i f t hey
cont i n u e to ca use loss of sl eep o r
ca use y o u t o beco me d i st ract ed o n
t h e jo b , s e e yo u r d o cto r . O n ce
t hey' re d i scussed , most often t hey
d i sappea r .

Avoid planning more than you can
handle for the day: When faced with
a long l i st of c h o res a n d as s i g n 
ments , you ' re less l i kely to want t o
face t he d ay because yo u k now get
t i n g th ro u g h t hat l i st is go i ng to be
h a rd wo r k . Leave some t i m e fo r
yo u rself, fo r a b reak, fo r catch i ng
u p , fo r e n joyment.
Play down antici pitory anxieties: If
t h e re ' s s o m et h i n g a b o u t you r
wo r k- day t h at you j u st hate, I i ke
com m ut i ng , wai t i n g for a b u s , o r
t h at m o rn i n g meet i n g , atte m pt to
a l t e r t h e s i t u at i o n . R e a d w h i l e
com m uti n g, o r joi n a ca r pool so
you won't have t o d rive. I f t h e m o rn
i n g m eet i n g i s a bo re, t ry cont ri b u t
i ng to it rat h e r than sitti n g th ro u g h
it.
I nject yourself with willpower and
give yourself a reward: I f you fi n d
yo u r sto m ac h k n o tt i n g at t h e
t h o u g h t o f a l l t h o s e c h o re s o n
Satu rday o r that b i g p resentat i o n at
work, p ro m i se you rse lf a p resent

after s u ccessf u l co m p l et io n of the
job. Buy you rs elf that l o u n g i n g ro be
o r that fly and tac k l e box . You p ro b
ably deserve it, a n d yo u ' l l go about
yo u r tas ks with a n t ici p ated vigor.
Keep the kiddies busy and out of
you r way unti l you ' re on your feet:
Bad enough you have to get up at
a l l , let a l o n e make b rea kfast fo r the
fa m i ly, feed t h e cat , o r l et the dog
out and take th e cove r off t h e bi rd .
I f t h e c h i l d e n a re o l d e n o u g h , as
sign t hem t h ese c h o res and have
them set t he tab l e fo r b reakfast.
Come t o terms with t h e day i n t h e
way that ap p e a ls t o yo u most : I f t h e
t h o u g h ts o f e g g s b e n e d i ct a n d
s p i ced tea fo r b rea kfast wi l l get you
up all the faster, then treat yo u rself.
I f joggi n g i s you r spo rt a n d wi l l get
yo u out of bed and i nto a wa rm-up
suit then do i t . I f the so u n d s of J o h n
Denver's Roc ky Mo u n tai n H i gh wi l l
sta rt y o u off w i t h a s o n g t h e n p u t t h e
reco rd on . Yo u r c h o ices a r e i n fi n i te
. . . and i n most cases t h ey work.
(Reprinted from "PAL/CAN," Pan American Life Insurance
Company, New Orleans, with permission.)

A Public Opinion Survey

A SNAPSHOT OF TH E PU BLIC MOOD

A survey carried out in June, 1 977, with a scientifically
selected sample of 1 ,500 people designed to be representa
tive of all adults 1 8 years old and over living in the United
States, was conducted by Yankelovich, Skelly and White, Inc.
as part of a larger survey for the American Council of Life
Insurance.
The survey was published by the Health Insurance Institute
in Washi ngton, D.C. as a booklet entitled "Health and Health
Insurance: The Public's View. "
Attitudes toward health insurance as a product have been
surveyed by the Health Insurance Institute for three consecu
tive years and show relatively little change. The poor and the
elderly, the unemployed, and those groups of people who are
covered by g roup health insurance and those who cannot
partici pate in such plans represent diversified opinions based
on no, partial, and free coverage, and payment of partial or
no premiums.
The public mood is characterized by two overriding themes.
Overall, the public appears satisfied with the quality of health
care and health insurance. At the same time, fear of the rising
cost of health care and health insurance is pervasive, and as
a result the public may be concerned about losing access to
health services in the future. One problem for pol icy makers
will be to address this concern over rising health care costs
while maintaining the q uality of health care.
The fol lowing facts represent highlights of the 1 977 survey:
Contro l Over Personal Health - Fifty-eight percent of
Americans feel they have a g reat deal of control over their per
sonal health, and 76% feel they take good or excel lent care of
their personal health.

Costs of Health Care - Seventy-four percent of the public
feel the costs of health care are going up at a faster rate than
other costs.
Satisfaction with Health Care - Forty-five percent of the
public are very satisifed with their health care; another 37%
are somewhat satisfied.
Satisfaction with Health Insurance - Forty-six percent
are very satisfied with thei r health insurance coverage; 36%
are somewhat satisfied.
Cost of Health Insurance - Sixty-seven percent feel the
price of health insurance is getting too high for the average
family to afford.
Health Insurance Companies - A majority of the public,
5 1 %, feels it is legitimate for health insurance companies to
make a profit, while 1 7% feel it is not right for them to make
a profit.
Freedom of Choice - Forty-three percent of the public
feel that health insurance through private companies would
preserve an individual ' s freedom of choice in a way a govern
ment p rog ram could not, wh ile 1 6% disag ree and the re
mainder have no firm opinion.
National Health Insurance - The percentage of the pub
l ic aware of national health insurance as an issue has grown
from 24% in 1 975 to 37% in 1 977.
A majority of the public does not favor delaying national
health insurance until the economy improves.
A strong m ajority of the public, 60%, favors a national
health insurance program run by both government and busi
ness, relatively few think it should be run by government, 1 9%,
or p rivate industry, 1 5%.
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Maria Quindoza Becomes U. S. Citizen

?? Why .,,
•
do w•
aduc,tl,cr?
There has been severe and unjus
tified criticism in the public media
of the Florida Plans in recent years
because of expenditures on advertis
ing.
Why do we advertise? Advertising
is such an integral and essential part
of the marketing system in a free
economy, it's difficult to understand
why its validity would ever be serious
ly questioned. When the Florida Plans
were first established over 30 years
ago, both Boards of Directors ap
proved an advertising appropriation,
realizing that for the Plans to grow, the
services they offered would have to
be promoted. The same reasons still
hold true today.

We Advertise to Hold Our Share
Of The Market
We advertise in order to build
acceptance for our methods of pre
paying the cost of care for illness and
accidental injuries. In Florida there
are 700 other companies participat
ing for the same health care insurance
market. In the face of this continuing
competition, we cannot afford to
slacken our sel ling and marketing
efforts.
Why Appeal To People
Already Enrolled?
Present subscribers must be pe
riodical ly reminded of their choices
of Blue Cross and Blue Shield pro
tection. Advertising is necessary in
order to keep present and prospective
subscribers informed of new and im
proved programs of health care that
are avai lable to them. In our current
campaign, the advertising works as

•:,

"• ,,.,,
• •

a cost containment measure. It points
out the need for everyone to work to
g ether to utilize whatever programs
presently exist to contain and curtail
spiraling health care costs.

What About Prospective
Members?
The Plans' regular advertising also
works as a cost containment mea
sure because it promotes increased
enrollment. Without the addition of
subscribers, the average age of the
total enrol lment would increase. This
would result in higher utilization costs,
since older people ordinarily require
more care. As a result, subscription
costs would go up at an even faster
rate.

What Would Happen If The Plans
Didn't Advertise And Sell?
Advertising must be maintained in
order to compensate for normal at
trition of present subscribers due to
death, moving out of the area, choos
ing other methods of health care pro
tection, and other causes. Such at
trition would gradual ly decrease the
number enrolled.

What Is The Cost Per Member?
Paid media advertising is the most
economical way to deliver informa
tion to subscribers, prospects, and
the public at large. Advertisements,
communicating our vitally important
message to the citizens of Florida, are
more economical than using letters
or direct mail folders. We can deliver
24 television announcements to a
subscriber or prospect for the same
price as a post card, and more than
PROFILE/TEN

By Martha Hewlett
Reporter, Medical Department

4, 000 television announcements for
every cal l by a sales representative.

Based on our advertising budget
for 1 978 and the fact that we have
about 1,600,000 members, the cost
per member is only about 3¼¢ a
month.

Why Is Image Important?
An advertisement, its frequency
of appearance in the selected media,
size and general layout, has a mes
sage for the reader or listener in ad
dition to the copy it may contain. The
personality of the sponsoring organi
zation is reflected in the quality (or
lack of it) of the advertisement that
helps sell the advertiser.

To conclude: citizens of this coun
try have an inherent right to know.
Guaranteed by our Constitution, this
right can't be abridged by any fed
eral, state, or local government body.
In the operation of a free society,
advertising is essential. It is, after all,
simply a specialized communications
device whereby information about
products and services can be impart
ed to prospects so that intel ligent
choices can be made. Fundamen
tal ly, advertising exists as a part of
people's right to know.
With regard to the Florida Plans,
their right to advertise comes from
their very right to existence itself. If
the Florida Plans are economical ly
justified at al l, it is more than right for
them to advertise; it is a virtual neces
sity.

On May 1, 1978 the Florida Bar Association together
with the Immigration Department of the Federal Govern
ment, sponsored the naturalization of citizens of the State
of Florida. The ceremony was held in Palatka, Florida in
conjunction with National Law Day and was the first event
of this kind to be held. There were 147 prospective new
citizens from all parts of the state to take the Oath of Alle
giance and receive the certificate as a naturalized citizen
of the United States.
In celebration of this occasion, some of the residents
of the town of Palatka dressed in colonial costumes and
the theme of the celebration was the Birth of our Country.
There were bands playing and flags waving, and the cli
max of the event was the Oath of Al legiance. Ordinarily,
this type of procedure is done in the Judge's chambers
with only a few people receiving this honor at one ceremony throughout the year. This year, a statewide cere
mony was held to commemorate National Law Day. With
such overall response and cooperation from so many, it
may be done on an annual basis in the future.
Maria Ligaya S. Quindoza re
ceived her certificate of citizenship
at this event, along with approxi
mately 25 more of her countrymen
or (country-persons). Maria is the
newest American in the Medical
Division on the nineteenth floor. To
mark the occasion of this important
day, the staff of the Medical De
partment welcomed the new citizen, in an age old Amer
ican fashion, with a cake with red, white and blue deco
rations and l ittle American flag s waving . Maria was
presented a gold locket and chain (see photo), along
with everyone's congratulations and good wishes.
Maria came to our company in November, 1975 work
ing as a Medical Claims Examiner in the Medicare B De
partment, later transferring to the Medicare A Medical
Review Department. In March, 1978, Maria was promot
ed to the Medical Division as a Senior Medical Analyst ir1
the Medicare B Review Unit.
Maria was born in New Washington, Aklan, Philip
pines. She was educated in the elementary and high
school in New Washington, later graduated from San
Juan DeDios Hospital in Manila as a Registered Nurse.
After receiving her R. N. degree, she accepted a job in
Roxas, where she taught public health nursing and was
also a clinical instructor in obstetrics and gynecology.
In order to further her career in nursing, Maria en
rol led in the graduate school at Mercy Hospital in Chica
go where she received her B.S. degree in medical and
surgical nursing.
While she was residing in Chicago, Maria met and
married Benjamin Quindoza, a fel low countryman from
Santa Cruz, Marinduque, Phi lippines. Benjamin was at
tending the Great Lakes Naval Training School outside

of Chicago. He has continued his career with
Navy, traveling from coast to coast, before beir
ferred to Mayport Naval Base in 1975 to servi
U.S.S. Ingram, a destroyer now patrolling the
ranean. While Benjamin is away Maria has her
rang ing from age 5 to 16 to keep her compan'.
Again, we offer our congratulations to Maria
coming an American citizen and taxpayer.

N EWSHOU N D OF TH E MONTH
Desiree Wi lson

Desiree Wilson is th
Fl LE "Newshound of the
for July which is particular
since she is a "Cancer. "
been a reporter for over
handling news and prepar
Proclaimer" (newsletter)
16th floor. She's now on
Desiree Wilson
Desiree was hired in
ber, 1974 as a Claims Examiner for Medican
remained through implementation of the EDS
She was later promoted to the Quality Analysis
Medicare B C laims..
In March, Desiree was promoted to a Da
Analyst in Technical Services, which handles t
ings, provider file updates, procedure code c
program changes and various system problem
nical Services fal ls under Benefits Administratior
ing to J . D. Lewis, Senior Vice President ;
Opl inger, Vice President; Bill Peaks, Direct
Mixon, Manager; and Jackie Adkins and Jar
gan, Assistant Managers.
A sing le gal, Desiree participates in many Em
activities but is more often noted for her invc
with the Annual Variety Show. Since its inception,
has been instrumental in the production of the �
wel l as participating on stage and serving as t
Producer/Coordinator.
A native of Townsend, Maryland, Desiree s
has lived in Jacksonville long enough to call it ho
is a graduate of the American University of E
Beruit, Lebanon, and in her leisure time enjoys ci
vol l eyball and bowling. She likes plants and ha
ticular fondness for jazz music.

;

'

" R ECIPE OF TH E MONTH "
1
1
1
3

SPECIAL CLAIMS EMPLOYEE

cup Loyalty
½ cup Devotion to your 111
½ cup Eagerness
cup Promptness
cup Quality Work
2 tbs Humor
cups Teamwork
½ cup Kindness
Mix Gently - Simmer for eight full hours (excluding b

Most of you have tried the above recipe. For t
you who haven't "TRY IT, YOU 'LL LIKE IT! " Anc
one else will too.
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By Cindy Stewart and Sandy Farhat.

VffEJ'§
VffEJ
Promoted I n Outgoi ng
:>perations

promotions of Earl Johnson to Supervisor of the
g Mail Operations night shift, and Naomi Miller
on Leader of the day shift, were announced by
Sinclair, Manager of Mail Operations, and Jim
Director of Purchasing and Office Services.
Earl has been employed with
the Plans since January, 1 968. He
was hired in Building Maintenance
and transferred to Mail Operations
as a Record Lift Operator in 1 969.
In 1 970 he was promoted to Insert
ing Machine Operator and in 1 971
to Section Leader.
ohnson
Earl is a native of Jacksonville
e was graduated from Stanton High School. While
the Bronx, he attended one year of school study
ness machines. He is currently attending Florida
:allege majoring in Psychology and utilizing the
y's Tuition Refund Program. He has attended
classes offered by the Plans including Section
classes, and recently graduated from the com3avel Club. Earl is a Safety Captain for 1 -Main
:urrent Vice President of the Employees' Club.
1obbies include reading, playing chess and all
sports. Earl also enjoys softball and going to the
Nith his wife, Catherine, and their son and two
rs.
ni has been e m ployed with the Plans since
)er, 1 976. She was hired in Mail Distribution, then
ed to Outgoing Mail Operations as an Inserting
Operator in January, 1 977.
s a native of Branford, Florida and attended high
Iere. She recently attended night school at Paxon
1001 to further her education.
s married to Ralph, Jr. and they have two daugh1ee and Jean. Her hobbies are bowling , bicycl
gardening . Naomi can also be found spending
her time visiting historic sites around the Jack
:trea with her family.

ION LEADER PROMOTIONS

J May , Manager, Facilities Engioeering , an
I the promotion of Sam Waldon, Maintenance
an IV, to Section Leader. Sam will celebrate ten

years with the Plans in September. He is a native of Jack
sonville where he graduated from New Century Industrial
School, attended Walker Business College and is pres
ently enrolled at Florida Junior College. Sam is married to
Virginia, who works in Microfilm on the 1 5th floor. They
have three children and their son, Danny, works in our
Stock Department.
Lynda lngelhart's promotion to Section Leader of
the clerical staff was announced by Mike Wood, Man
ager, Facilities Management. She was hired in October
of ' 77 as a Secretary II in her present department. A na
tive of Lewiston, Maine, she also lived in San Francisco,
California before coming to Jacksonville in September,
1 977.

Beverley Coll Promoted to State
Group Audit Supervisor
- -- -- --

Beverley Coll's promotion to
Supervisor of State Group Audit
was announced by Hanse Hall, Di
rector of Special Claims. She was
em ployed here in August, 1 976 as
a Claims Examiner in Major Medi
cal and was promoted to a Medical
Review Analyst the following April.
Beverley Coll
She's a native of Toronto, Canada and holds an R.N. diploma from Hamilton General
Hospital of Nursing in Hamilton, Canada. Beverley has
also attended Jones College since moving to Jackson
ville.
She's active in the Arlington YMCA and the Altar Guild
at St. Andrews Episcopal Church. She and her husband,
Bob, have two children, Tom and Wendy. When she's
not busy with -them she enjoys sewing and reading.

MEDICARE A CONTROL GETS NEW SUPERVISOR

Tom McGeehan, Medicare A
Claims Manager, has announced
the promotion of Jim Charrie, for
merly Claims/Correspondence An
alyst, to Supervisor in Medicare A
Control.
Jim joined the Plans in 1 974 in
the Medicare B department as a
Jim Charrie
Correspondence Clerk and was
promoted to Section Leader and Communications An
alyst. In April of '77 he transferred to Medicare A Pro
duction and Quality Control.
He is a native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and grad
uated from Penn Hills Senior High there. Jim and his
wife, Brenda, who is em ployed in our Provider Audit and
Reimbursem ent De partm ent, have a 1 6-month-old
daughter, Michelle.
Sports are Jim's hobbies, and he not only enjoys all
sporting events, he participates as well in many of the
Employees' Club sports activities. He plays football, vol
leyball, and was a member of the Med B 65'ers soft
ball team.
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Ft. Lauderdale Branch Personnel: From left Loraine Klein, Elaine Thorpe, Rose Keller, Rosemary Shannehan, Marianne Curran, Vicky Gonzalez,
Iris Norton, Nancy Sandford, Mary McDargh, Virginia Cunningham (Ft. Pierce office), Sheila Creigh, Bill Snyder (Regional Manager), Maria Marrero�
Doris Cerino. Lonnie Curtis, Gladys Prosperi, Bob Reynolds, Branch Manager, Sarah Pollak (West Palm Beach office), Helen Carpenter, Harvey
Williams, Lillian Borowicz, Earnestine Flowers, Phyllis Sharp, Jackie Manch, Lori Frati/la, Pat Griffin, Ruth Council, Sandy Kruta , Miriam Seyler. Not
pictured are Nancy Lawton, Bill Altenburg, Hans Gestewitz, Howard Land, �e.ey_.Kilpatrick, Dr. Harold Safian, and Bob Drewek.

During a recent trip to the Ft. Lauderdale branch
office to obtain pictures for our ad campaign, the pho
tographer took the opportunity to snap this picture of the
branch personnel.
Relatively new to this location, the 33 employees
began occupying the present location at 871 East Com
mercial Boulevard in September, 1 976. This is one of
our busiest branches - the employees are still talking
about the week of December 5, 1 977, when they as
sisted over 1 , 000 subscribers and beneficiaries, a record
number of "walk-ins."
Bill Snyder, Regional Manager, Virginia Cunningham,
Ft. Pierce office, and Sarah Pollak, West Palm Beach
office , joined the group for the photograph as they were
visiting the Ft. Lauderdale office to attend the State of
Florida Group Contract meeting the same day.

A Short Course
In Hu man Relations

The six most important words: "I admit I made a mistake."
The five most im portant words: "You did a good job. "
The four most important words: "What is your opinion?"
The three most important words: "If you please."
The two most important words: "Thank you."
The one most important word: "We."

WHER E YOUR WORK DAY GOES

According to The Kiplinger Washington Letter,
April 28, 1 978, you have recently begun working for
yourself again. "Through May 1 1 , the U. S. Chamber
says, the average taxpayer is working for the govern
ment . . . federal, state and local. It takes 1 31 days to
earn enough to pay the tax bills. "

Item

Taxes-Total
-Federal
-State and local

Food and Beverages
Housing and Household
Operation
Clothing
Transportation
Medical Care
Recreation
Other
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Hours and Minutes

2 hours 39 minutes
1 hour 41 minutes
58 minutes

1 hour and 5 minutes
1 hour 32
29
39
25
19
52

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

----

� e4nniversaries �
20

Years

Dick Hadaway, Branch Man
ager, Group Sales, reached his 20
year milestone on July 8. He joined
the Plans in 1958 as a Represen
tative in Group Sales and remained
in that position until his promotior_i
to Manager in 1977.
He is a native of Atlanta, GearDick Hadaway
gia where he was graduated from
Tech High.He spent two years in the Navy and then con
tinued his education at the University of Georgia where
he earned his BBA degree. He is an active alumnus of
his college alma mater and maintains membership in the
Bulldog Club of Jacksonville, the Georgia Alumni Society
and the Phi Kappa Tau alumni Society.
Dick's work related activities include membership in
both the American Society of CLUs and the Jacksonville
Chapter. He served as the Employees' Club Vice Presi
dent and on the "President's Club" Rules Committee. In
his spare time, he enjoys photography, which no doubt
includes taking pictures of his wife, JoAnn, and their
children, Julie, Michael, Lisa and Tina. Dick finds time to
get a little sunshine while enjoying his outdoor hobbies
of golf, fishing and working in the yard.

10

Years

July 22 - Glenda Edmunds, Rating Analyst, Actuarial
and Underwriting. Hired by the Plans in 1968 as a Key
punch Operator for Florida Combined Insurance Agency,
she remained in that department for six years working
as a Section Leader, secretary, and Administrative
Assistant to Bob Fetzer, Vice President, until her transfer
to Actuarial and Underwriting as a Statistician.
Glenda is a graduate of the Gavel Club, and while in
F.C.I.A. she served as a PROFILE reporter. In between
working and raising her children, Jeff, Jr. and Kelly, she
still finds time to enjoy her hobbies of sewing and mac
rame, arid spend time with her husband, Jeff.

* * *

July 22 - Shirley Lehman, Transcriber 1 1 , Word
Processing. Shirley joined the Plans in 1968 as a typist
and since that time has worked as an Operator for one
year and a Section Leader for two years in CRT, a Cor
respondence Clerk in Medicare for two years, and a
Claims Examiner in CHAMPUS for two years before as
suming her present position in May.
She is a native of Jacksonville and was graduated
from Robert E. Lee High School. Shirley enjoys fishing
and bowling, taking care of her flowers and pets and her
two children, David and James.

July 22 - Loretta Payne, Senior Peer Review Analyst,
Utilization Review. Loretta was hired as a Control Clerk in
the Edit Department. She remained in that position -for
two years and then spent the same amount of time as
an Edit Error Clerk, and Duplicate Before and After Clerk
before joining the Utilization Review Department in 1974
as a Junior Peer Review Analyst.She has held her pres
ent position of Senior Peer Review Analyst since April
of this year.
Jacksonville is home for Loretta, 9 graduate of
Stanton Vocational School here. She and her husband,
Charles, have six children, she's an active member of
Jehovah's Witnesses and spends her remaining free
time reading and sewing.

I,�
l

Years
Blue Cross and Medicare A
Bonnie Beasley
Med A Production A
St. Petersburg
Carol Bright
Sheila Britton
EDP Strategic Planning
Eugene l vankow
Orlando
Hortense Smith
BS Data Entry
Debora Steele
BS Data Entry
Julia Wilson
BS Claims Corrections
Monika Dobbs
Provider Reimbursement
Paul Patrick
Mail Distribution
Carolyn Wennerstrom
Part A Appeals Section
Christine Hester
ASO Correspondence
Raymond Bowering
Methods
Louise McTear
Building Services
Patricia Render
Word Processing Center
Teri Small
Information Department
Sue Kever
Tallahassee
A Russell Anderson
Organization & Compensation
Elizabeth Burk
Communications
Julie Schaefer
Internal Audit
Deborah Stalvey
BCBS Clms. Communications
Ernestine Bevel
FED Employee Sup. Claims

* * *

* * *
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Margie Sauls proudly displays her 20 year service awE
bracelet, with three sapphires on a Blue Cross and Blue SI
Margie celebrated her 20th anniversary on June 1 7 and is thE
B Direct Data Entry Supervisor. J D. Lewis, Senior Vice
Benefits Administration, presented the award. Bill Long, rigr.
tor of Medicare B Operations

Blue Shield and Medicare B
Joanne Mitchell
Robert Nay
Lacon Lacount
Lucretia Hall
Wanda Foston
Jeanne Ludwig
Barbara Strode
Ruby Cooley
Judy Lepore

* * *

July 29 - Melody A. James, Computer Operator,
Computer Operations.She joined the Plans in the Medi
care A Department as a File Clerk and a Correspondence Clerk. She transferred to the Computer Department
in 1 975 as a Scan Operator and also worked as a Tape
Librarian until assuming her persent position in 1976.
After her first year in Data Processing she received a

SERVICE AWARDS PRESEN

5

July 22 - Betty Hodgin, Senior Suspense Examiner,
Special Claims.She's worked all ten years in Major Medi
cal, now known as Special Claims, as Claims Examiner,
Training Instructor, and was promoted to Section Leader
in 1 973. She has been in her present position for 1 ½
years and has been on loan to Federal Blue Shield and
to Blue Shield I.C. Coding for extended periods of time.
She's a native of Lanett, Alabama, was graduated
from high school in Camden, South Carolina, and trained
as an Operating Room Assistant at the University of Vir
ginia where she worked for three years.She has five chil
dren, including Cindy, who still lives with her at home.
When she is not working, she enjoys reading, beaching,
and traveling.

July 22 - Laura Merritt, Finance Librarian, General
Disbursements. Any employee who has ever turned in a
petty cash voucher know Laura, who disburses cash as
one of her responsibilities. She first worked in Member
ship Records for two years before transferring into the
Personnel Department where she was secretary to the
Assistant Employment Manager. From 1972-75 she was
an I nterviewer, also in Personnel, and she's been in her
present position since April, 1975.
Before moving back to Florida, she worked for our
office in Chicago. She was born and educated in Lake
City, currently resides there, and "enjoys" the ride back
and forth to work everyday. She and her husband, Au
brey, have three children, Jan, Terry, and Timmy.

plaque for "Outstanding Performance of a New Em
ployee" presented by Odis Powell, Director.
Jacksonville is Melody's home where she was grad
uated from New Stanton High School. She is presently
attending Florida Junior College as a part-time student
studying for her degree in Data Processing utilizing the
company's Tuition Refund Program.
She was Vice President of the Gavel Club, from which
.she graduated in April, 1977, enjoys chess, tennis, soft
ball, swimming and cooking.Most of her time away from
the office is spent with her son, Charlie, helping him train
in gymnastics, football, and baseball, and they enjoy a
few fishing trips once in a while.

1 Year

(�

Donald Altman
Susan Bradford
Daniel Hale
Donna Perkins
Amparo Rivera
Priscilla Cochran
Phyllis Magnuson
Alegria Mendoza
Dolores Nelson
Yvonne Obi
Nelsy Tavares
Richard Austin
Al Celia
Roger Gibson
Paula Krevo
George Ragan
Ruth Council
Joanne Ferranti
Susan Hughes

Med B Edit I I
Claims Preparation
Med B Beneficiary Dr. Svcs.
BS Claims Control and Edit
Med B Claims Examining
Med B Correspondence I l l
Med B Beneficiary Dr. Svcs.
BS Central Certification
Admin. Svcs. Post Clms. Audit

Blue Cross and Medicare A
BCBS Paid Files
Production & Quality Control
Daytona
West Palm Beach
Puerto Rico
Communications
Direct Accounting
BCBS Claims Communication
Special Claims
Operations Research
Puerto Rico
Production & Quality Control
Legal
BS Claims Corrections
EDP Operations
Methods
Ft. Lauderdale
Special Claims
Con. & Comp. Sched. Admin.

Blue Shield and Medicare B
Esther Woodard
Cynthia Brown
Cathleen Gibson
Wanda Wallace

BS
BS
BS
BS

Claims
Claims
Claims
Claims

Screening
Screening
Screening
Screening

Coding
Coding
Coding
Coding

Lillian Harrack was presented her 1 5 year service a
Roger McDone/1, Director of Centralized Inquiries, on beh.
McAbee, Vice President-Blue Cross and Blue Shield Cla1
selected a gold necklace with two rubies on a Cross and SI
She is Assistant Manager of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Cl,
munications and marked her anniversary on June 27. Te,
right, is Manager of Centralized Inquiries.

P ERFECT ATTENDANCE HONOR!

Richard Watermolen, Programmer Analyst, Financiallf
Systems, celebrated his tenth anniversary on May 1 3. His r:.
tendance record was recognized by President J W. Her
special ceremony attended by, from left, Eugene O'Brien, Jerr
Garrett Cannon, and John Gamer.
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plaque for " Outstanding Performance of a New Em
ployee" presented by Odis Powell, Director.
Jacksonville is Melody's home where she was grad
uated from New Stanton High School. She is presently
attending Florida Junior College as a part-time student
studying for her degree in Data Processing utilizing the
company's Tuition Refund Program.
She was Vice President of the Gavel Club, from which
.she graduated in April, 1 977, enjoys chess, tennis, soft
ball, swimming and cooking. Most of her time away from
the office is spent with her son, Charlie, helping him train
in gymnastics, football, and baseball , and they enjoy a
few fishing trips once in a while.

� cAnniversaries �
�ars

Dick Hadaway, Branch Man
ager, Group Sales, reached his 20
year milestone on July 8. He joined
the Plans in 1 958 as a Represen
tative in Group Sales and remained
in that position until his promotiorJ
to Manager in 1 977.
He is a native of Atlanta, Geor
Hadaway
gia where he was graduated from
igh. He spent two years in the Navy and then con
his education at the University of Georgia where
1ed his BBA degree. He is an active alumnus of
ege alma mater and maintains membership in the
� Club of Jacksonville, the Georgia Alumni Society
; Phi Kappa Tau alumni Society.
k's work related activities include membership in
e American Society of CLUs and the Jacksonville
-r. He served as the Employees' Club Vice Presi1d on the " President's Club" Rules Committee. In
.re time, he enjoys photography, which no doubt
s taking pictures of his wife, JoAnn, and their
1 , Julie, Michael, Lisa and Tina. Dick finds time to
ttle sunshine while enjoying his outdoor hobbies
fishing and working in the yard.
!Ors

22 - Glenda Edmunds, Rating Analyst, Actuarial
1derwriting. Hired by the Plans in 1 968 as a Key�
Jperator for Florida Combined Insurance Agency,
nained in that department for six years working
-ection Leader , secretary , and Administrative
nt to Bob Fetzer, Vice President, until her transfer
arial and Underwriting as a Statistician.
1da is a graduate of the Gavel Club, and while in
she served as a PROFILE reporter. In between
J and raising her children, Jeff, Jr. and Kelly, she
Is time to enjoy her hobbies of sewing and mac
Hid spend time with her husband, Jeff.
1

* * *

· 22 - Shirley Lehman, Transcriber II, Word
;ing. Shirley joined the Plans in 1 968 as a typist
ce that time has worked as an Operator for one
d a Section Leader for two years in CRT, a Cor
dence Clerk in Medicare for two years, and a
Examiner in CHAMPUS for two years before as
her present position in May.
is a native of Jacksonville and was graduated
>bert E. Lee High School. Shirley enjoys fishing
Nling, taking care of her flowers and pets and her
dren, David and James.

July 22 - Loretta Payne, Senior Peer Review Analyst,
Utilization Review. Loretta was hired as a Control Clerk in
the Edit Department. She remained in that position -for
two years and then spent the same amount of time as
an Edit Error Clerk, and Duplicate Before and After Clerk
before joining the Utilization Review Department in 1 974
as a Junior Peer Review Analyst. She has held her pres
ent position of Senior Peer Review Analyst since April
of this year.
Jacksonville is home for Loretta, 9 graduate of
Stanton Vocational School here. She and her husband,
Charles, have six children, she's an active member of
Jehovah's Witnesses and spends her remaining free
time reading and sewing.

5 Years

* * *

Joanne Mitchell
Robert Nay
Lacon Lacount
Lucretia Hall
Wanda Foston
Jeanne Ludwig
Barbara Strode
Ruby Cooley
Judy Lepore

* * *

July 22 - Laura Merritt, Finance Librarian, General
Disbursements. Any employee who has ever turned in a
petty cash voucher know Laura, who disburses cash as
one of her responsibilities. She first worked in Member
ship Records for two years before transferring into the
Personnel Department where she was secretary to the
Assistant Employment Manager. From 1 972-75 she was
an Interviewer, also in Personnel, and she's been in her
present position since April, 1 975.
Before moving back to Florida, she worked for our
office in Chicago. She was born and educated in Lake
City, currently resides there, and "enjoys" the ride back
and forth to work everyday. She and her husband, Au
brey, have three children, Jan, Terry, and Timmy.

* * *

July 29 - Melody A. James, Computer Operator,
Computer Operations. She joined the Plans in the Medi
care A Department as a File Clerk and a Correspondence Clerk. She transferred to the Computer Department
in 1 975 as a Scan Operator and also worked as a Tape
Librarian until assuming her persent position in 1 976.
After her first year in Data Processing she received a
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Blue Cross and Medicare A

Bonnie Beasley
Carol Bright
Sheila Britton
Eugene lvankow
Hortense Smith
Debora Steele
Julia Wilson
Monika Dobbs
Paul Patrick
Carolyn Wennerstrom
Christine Hester
Raymond Bowering
Louise McTear
Patricia Render
Teri Small
Sue Kever
A. Russell Anderson
Elizabeth Burk
J ulie Schaefer
Deborah Stalvey
Ernestine Bevel

July 22 - Betty Hodgin, Senior Suspense Examiner,
Special Claims. She's worked all ten years in Major Medi
cal, now known as Special Claims, as Claims Examiner,
Training Instructor, and was promoted to Section Leader
in 1 973. She has been in her present position for 1 ½
years and has been on loan to Federal Blue Shield and
to Blue Shield I.C. Coding for extended periods of time.
She's a native of Lanett, Alabama, was graduated
from high school in Camden, South Carolina, and trained
as an Operating Room Assistant at the University of Vir
ginia where she worked for three years.She has five chil
dren, including Cindy, who still lives with her at home.
When she is not working, she enjoys reading, beaching,
and traveling.

1 Year

'

Donald Altman
Susan Bradford
Daniel Hale
Donna Perkins
Amparo Rivera
Priscilla Cochran
Phyllis Magnuson
Alegria Mendoza
Dolores Nelson
Yvonne Obi
Nelsy Tavares
Richard Austin
Al Celio
Roger Gibson
Paula Krevo
George Ragan
Ruth Council
Joanne Ferranti
Susan Hughes
Esther Woodard
Cynthia Brown
Cathleen G ibson
Wanda Wallace

SERVICE AWARDS PRESENTED

Med A Production A
St. Petersburg
EDP Strategic Planning
Orlando
BS Data Entry
BS Data Entry
BS Claims Corrections
Provider Reimbursement
Mail Distribution
Part A Appeals Section
ASO Correspondence
Methods
Building Services
Word Processing Center
Information Department
Tallahassee
Organization & Compensation
Communications
Internal Audit
BCBS Clms. Communications
FED Employee Sup. Claims

Margie Sauls proudly displays her 20 year service award, a gold
bracelet, with three sapphires on a Blue Cross and Blue Shield crest.
Margie celebrated her 20th anniversary on June 1 7 and is the Medicare
B Direct Data Entry Supervisor. J. D. Lewis, Senior Vice President
Benefits Administration, presented the award. Bill Long, right, is Direc
tor of Medicare B Operations.

Blue Shield and Medicare B

Med B Edit I I
Claims Preparation
Med B Beneficiary Dr. Svcs.
BS Claims Control and Edit
Med B Claims Examining
Med B Correspondence Ill
Med B Beneficiary Dr. Svcs.
BS Central Certification
Admin. Svcs. Post Clms Audit

Blue Cross and Medicare A

BCBS Paid Files
Production & Quality Control
Daytona
West Palm Beach
Puerto Rico
Communications
Direct Accounting
BCBS Claims Communication
Special Claims
Operations Research
Puerto Rico
Production & Quality Control
Legal
BS Claims Corrections
EDP Operations
Methods
Ft. Lauderdale
Special Claims
Con. & Comp. Sched. Admin.

Blue Shield and Medicare B
BS
BS
BS
BS

Claims
Claims
Claims
Claims

Screening
Screening
Screening
Screening

Coding
Coding
Coding
Coding

Lillian Harra ck was presented her 15 year service award from
Roger McDone/1, Director of Centralized Inquiries, on behalf of Jack
McAbee, Vice President-Blue Cross and Blue Shield Claims. Lillian
selected a gold necklace with two rubies on a Cross and Shield crest.
She is Assistant Manager of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Claims Com
munications and marked her anniversary on June 27. Ted Hedrick,
right, is Manager of Centralized Inquiries.

PERFECT ATTENDANCE HONORED

Richa rd Watermolen , Programmer Analyst, Financia l/Personnel
Systems, celebrated his tenth anniversary on May 13. His perfect at
tendance record was recognized by President J. W. Herbert in a
special ceremony attended by, from left, Eugene O'Brien, Jerry Sharpe,
Garrett Cannon, and John Garner.
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Two Promoted I n Outgoing
Mai l Operations

The promotions of Earl Johnson to Supervisor of the
Outgoing Mail Operations night shift, and Naomi Miller
to Section Leader of the day shift, were announced by
Frazier Sinclair, Manager of Mail Operations, and Jim
Williams, Director of Purchasing and Office Services.
Earl has been employed with
the Plans since January, 1 968. He
was hired in Building Maintenance
and transferred to Mail Operations
as a Record Lift Operator in 1 969.
In 1 970 he was promoted to Inserting M achine Operator and in 1 971
_
& -- J
to Section Leader.
Earl Johnson
Earl is a native of Jacksonville
where he was graduated from Stanton High School. While
living in the Bronx, he attended one year of school study
ing business machines.He is currently attending Florida
Junior College majoring in Psychology and utilizing the
com pany's Tuition Refund Program. He has attended
several classes offered by the Plans including Section
Leader classes, and recently graduated from the com
pany's Gavel Club. Earl is a Safety Captain for 1 -Main
and is current Vice President of the Employees' Club.
His hobbies include reading , playing chess and all
types of sports. Earl also enjoys softball and going to the
movies with his wife, Catherine, and their son and two
daughters.
N aom i has been em ployed with the Plans since
September, 1 976. She was hired in Mail Distribution, then
transferred to Outgoing Mail Operations as an Inserting
Machine Operator in January, 1 977.
She is a native of Branford, Florida and attended high
school there. She recently attended night school at Paxon
High School to further her education.
She is married to Ralph, Jr. and they have two daugh
ters, Renee and Jean. Her hobbies are bowling , bicycl
ing and gardening. Naomi can also be found spending
some of her time visiting historic sites around the Jack
sonville area with her family.

S ECTION LEADER PROMOTIONS

G reg May , Manager, Fac ilities Eng i oeering , an
nounced the promotion of Sam Waldon, Maintenance
Technician IV, to Section Leader. Sam will celebrate ten

years with the Plans in September. He is a native of Jack
sonville where he graduated from New Century Industrial
School, attended Walker Business College and is pres
ently enrolled at Florida Junior College. Sam is married to
Virg inia, who works in M icrofilm on the 1 5th floor. They
have three children and their son, Danny, works in our
Stock Department.
Lynda lngelhart's promotion to Section Leader of
the clerical staff was announced by Mike Wood, Man
ager, Facilities Management. She was hired in October
of '77 as a Secretary II in her present department. A na
tive of Lewiston, Maine, she also lived in San Francisco,
California before coming to Jacksonville in September,
1 977.

Beverley Coll Promoted to State
Group Audit Supervisor

Beverley Coll's promotion to
Supervisor of State Group Audit
was announced by Hanse Hall, Di
rector of Special Claims. She was
em ployed here in August, 1 976 as
a Claims Examiner in Major Medi
cal and was promoted to a Medical
Revi ew Analyst the following April.
Beverley Coll
She's a native of Toronto, Canada and holds an R. N. di ploma from Hamilton General
Hospital of Nursing in Hamilton, Canada. Beverley has
also attended Jones College since moving to Jackson
ville.
She's active in the Arlington YMCA and the Altar Guild
at St. Andrews Episcopal Church. She and her husband,
Bob, have two children, Tom and Wendy. When she's
not busy with -them she enjoys sewing and reading.

MEDICARE A CONTROL GETS NEW SUPERVISOR

Tom McGeehan, Medicare A
Claims Manager, has announced
the promotion of Jim Charrie, for
merly Claims/Correspondence An
alyst, to Supervisor in Medicare A
Control.
Jim joined the Plans in 1 974 in
the Medicare B department as a
Jim Charrie
Correspondence Clerk and was
promoted to Section Leader and Communications An
alyst. In April of '77 he transferred to Medicare A Pro
duction and Quality Control.
He is a native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and grad
uated from Penn Hills Senior High there. Jim and his
wife, Brenda, who is employed in our Provider Audit and
Re i mb ursem ent Department , have a 1 6-month-old
daughter, M ichelle.
S ports are Jim's hobbies, and he not only enjoys all
sporting events, he partici pates as well in many of the
Em ployees' Club sports activities. He plays football, vol
leyball, and was a member of the Med B 65'ers soft
ball team.
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Ft. Lauderdale Branch Personnel: From left Loraine Klein, Elaine Thorpe, Rose Keller, Rosemary Shannehan, Marianne Curran, Vicky Ganz
Iris Norton, Nancy Sandford, Mary McDargh, Virginia Cunningham (Ft. Pierce office), Sheila Creigh, Bill Snyder (Regional Manager), Maria Mat
Doris Cerino, Lonnie Curtis, Gladys Prosperi, Bob Reynolds, Branch Manager, Sarah Pollak (West Palm Beach office), Helen Carpenter, He
Williams, Lillian Borowicz, Earnestine Flowers, Phyllis Sharp, Jackie Manch, Lori Frati/la, Pat Griffin, Ruth Council, Sandy Kruta, Miriam Seyler
pictured are Nancy Lawton, Bill Altenburg, Hans Gestewitz, Howard Land, Ez_etty__Kilpatrick, Dr. Harold Safian, and Bob Drewek.

Duri ng a recent tri p to the Ft. Lauderdale branch
office to obtain pictures for our ad campaign, the pho
tographer took the opportunity to snap this picture of the
branch personnel.
Relatively new to this location, the 33 employees
began occupying the present location at 871 East Com
mercial Boulevard in September, 1 976. This is one of
our busiest branches - the employees are still talking
about the week of December 5, 1 977, when they as
sisted over 1 , 000 subscribers and beneficiaries, a record
number of "walk-ins."
Bill Snyder, Reg ional Manager, Virg inia Cunningham ,
Ft. Pierce office, and Sarah Pollak, West Palm Beach
office, joined the group for the photograph as they were
visiting the Ft. Lauderdale office to attend the State of
Florida Group Contract meeting the same day.

A Short Course
I n Human Relations

The six most i m portant words: "I admit I made a mistake."
The five most important words: "You did a good job."
The four most important words: "What is your opinion?"
The three most important words: " I f you please."
The two most i mportant words: "Thank you."
The one most i m portant word: "We."

WHER E YOUR WORK DAY GOES

According to The Kiplinger Washington LE
April 28, 1 978, you have recently begun workin!
yourself again. "Through May 1 1 , the U. S. Char
says, the average taxpayer is working for the gm
ment . .. federal, state and local.It takes 1 31 da•
earn enough to pay the tax bills."

Item

Taxes-Total
-Federal
---State and local

Food and Beverages
Housing and Household
O peration
Clothing
Transportation
Medical Care
Recreation
Other
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Hours and Minutes

2 hours 39 minu1
1 hour 41 minu1
58 minu1

hour and 5 minu1
1 hour 32
29
39
25
19
52

minu1
minu1
minu1
minu1
minu1
minu1

?? Why "�
.,,•
do wc
caduc,ti,c?
9re has been severe and unjus
criticism in the public media
Florida Plans in recent years
se of expenditures on advertis-

1y do we advertise? Advertising
1 an integral and essential part
: marketing system in a free
my, it's difficult to understand
, validity would ever be serious
stioned. When the Florida Plans
=irst established over 30 years
Joth Boards of Directors ap
j an advertising appropriation,
1g that for the Plans to grow, the
9S they offered would have to
)moted. The same reasons still
·ue today.
,dvertise to Hold Our Share
Of The Market
� advertise in order to build
tance for our methods of pre
l the cost of care for il lness and
mtal injuries. In Florida there
)0 other companies participat
the same health care insurance
t. In the face of this continuing
9tition , we cannot afford to
·n our sel ling and marketing

Why Appeal To People
Already Enrolled?
isent subscribers must be pe
tlly reminded of thei" r choices
e Cross and Blue Shield pro1 . Advertising is necessary in
o keep present and prospective
ribers informed of new and im
j programs of health care that
·ailable to them . In our current
:tign, the advertising works as

•�

"• ,,.,
• •

a cost containment measure. It points
out the need for everyone to work to
gether to utilize whatever programs
presently exist to contain and curtail
spiraling health care costs.
What About Prospective
Members?
The Plans' regular advertising also
works as a cost containment mea
sure because it promotes increased
enrollment. Without the addition of
subscribers, the average age of the
total enrollment would increase. This
would result in higher util ization costs,
since older people ordinarily require
more care. As a result, subscription
costs would go up at an even faster
rate.
What Would Happen If The Plans
Didn't Advertise And Sell?
Advertising must be maintained in
order to compensate for normal at
trition of present subscribers due to
death, moving out of the area, choos
ing other methods of health care pro
tection, and other causes. Such at
trition would gradually decrease the
number enrolled.
What Is The Cost Per Member?
Paid media advertising is the most
economical way to deliver informa
tion to subscribers, prospects, and
the public at large. Advertisements,
communicating our vital ly important
message to the citizens of Florida, are
more economical than using letters
or direct mail folders. We can deliver
24 television announcements to a
subscriber or prospect for the same
price as a post card, and more than
PROFILE/TEN

Maria Quindoza Becomes U. S. Citizen
By Martha Hewlett
Reporter, Medical Department

4, 000 television announcements for
every cal l by a sales representative.

Based on our advertising budget
for 1978 and the fact that we have
about 1 , 600, 000 members, the cost
per m ember is only about 3¼ ¢ a
month.

Why Is Image Important?
An advertisement, its frequency
of appearance in the selected media,
size and general layout, has a mes
sage for the reader or listener in ad
dition to the copy it may contain. The
personality of the sponsoring organi
zation is reflected in the quality (or
lack of it) of the advertisement that
helps sell the advertiser.

To conclude: citizens of this coun
try have an inherent right to know.
Guaranteed by our Constitution, this
right can't be abridged by any fed
era l , state, or local government body.
In the operation of a free society,
advertising is essential. It is, after al l ,
simply a specialized communications
device whereby information about
products and services can be impart
ed to prospects so that intel ligent
choices can be made. Fundamen
tal ly , advertising exists as a part of
people's right to know.
With regard to the Florida Plans,
their right to advertise comes from
their very right to existence itself. If
the Florida Plans are economical ly
justified at al l , it is more than right for
them to advertise; it is a virtual neces
sity.

On May 1, 1978 the Florida Bar Association together
with the I mmigration Department of the Federal Govern
ment, sponsored the naturalization of citizens of the State
of Florida. The ceremony was held in Palatka, Florida in
conjunction with National Law Day and was the first event
of this kind to be held. There were 147 prospective new
citizens from all parts of the state to take the Oath of Al le
giance and receive the certificate as a naturalized citizen
of the United States.
In celebration of this occasion, some of the residents
of the town of Palatka dressed in colonial costumes and
the theme of the celebration was the Birth of our Country.
There were bands playing and flags waving, and the cli
max of the event was the Oath of Allegiance. Ordinarily,
this type of procedure is done in the Judge's chambers
with onl y a few people receiving this honor at one cere
mony throughout the year. This year, a statewide cere
mony was held to commemorate National Law Day. With
such overall response and cooperation from so many, it
may be done on an annual basis in the future.
Maria Ligaya S. Quindoza re
ceived her certificate of citizenship
at this event, along with approxi
mately 25 more of her countrymen
or (country-persons). Maria is the
newest American in the Medical
Division on the nineteenth floor. To
mark the occasion of this important
day, the staff of the Medical De
partment welcomed the new citizen, in an age old Amer
ican fashion, with a cake with red, white and blue deco
rations and l ittle American flags waving. Maria was
presented a gold locket and chain (see photo), along
with everyone's congratulations and good wishes.
Maria came to our company in November, 1975 work
ing as a Medical Claims Examiner in the Medicare B De
partment, later transferring to the Medicare A Medical
Review Department. In March, 1978, Maria was promot
ed to the Medical Division as a Senior Medical Analyst ir ,
the Medicare B Review Unit.
Maria was born in New Washington, Aklan, Philip
pines. She was educated in the elementary and high
school in New Washington, later graduated from San
Juan DeDios Hospital in Manila as a Registered Nurse.
After receiving her R.N. degree, she accepted a job in
Roxas, where she taught public health nursing and was
also a c l inical instructor in obstetrics and gynecology.
In order to further her career in nursing, Maria en
rol led in the graduate school at Mercy Hospital in Chica
go where she received her B.S. degree in medical and
surgical nursing.
Whi l e she was residing in Chicago, Maria met and
married Benjamin Ouindoza, a fel low countryman from
Santa Cruz, Marinduque, Philippines. Benjamin was at
tending the Great Lakes Naval Training School outside

of Chicago. He has continued his career with the U.S.
Navy, traveling from coast to coast, before being trans
ferred to Mayport Naval Base in 1975 to serve on the
U.S.S. Ingra m , a destroyer now patrolling the Mediter
ranean. Whi le Benjamin is away Maria has her six boys
ranging from age 5 to 16 to keep her company.
Again, we offer our congratulations to Maria, on be
coming an American citizen and taxpayer.

N EWS H O U N D OF TH E MONTH
Desi ree Wi lson

Desiree Wilson is the PRO
Fl LE "Newshound of the Month"
for July which is particularly timely
since she is a "Cancer." She has
been a reporter for over a year
handling news and preparing "The
Proclaimer" (newsletter) for the
16th floor. She's now on 14.
Desiree Wilson
Desiree was hired in November, 197 4 as a Claims Examiner for Medicare B and
remained through implementation of the EDS System.
She was later promoted to the Quality Analysis Area of
Medicare B Claims..
I n March , Desiree was promoted to a Data Base
Analyst in Technical Services, which handles tape bill
ings, provider file updates, procedure code changes,
program changes and various system problems. Tech
nical Services falls under Benefits Administration report
ing to J . D . Lewis , Senior Vice President ; Nathan
Oplinger, Vice President; Bill Peaks, Director; Don
M ixon, Manager; and Jackie Adkins and Janet Mor
gan, Assistant Managers.
A single gal , Desiree participates in many Employees'
activities but is more often noted for her involvement
with the Annual Variety Show. Since its inception, Desiree
has been instrumental in the production of the show, as
wel l as participating on stage and serving as the 1977
Producer/Coordinator.
A native of Townsend, Maryland, Desiree says she
has lived in Jacksonville long enough to call it home. She
is a graduate of the American University of Beruit, in
Beruit, Lebanon, and in her leisure time enjoys ceramics,
vol leyball and bowling. She likes plants and has a par
ticular fondness for jazz music.

" R ECIPE OF TH E MONTH "
1
1
1
3

S PECIAL CLAIMS EMPLOYEE

c u p Loyalty
½ cup Devotion to your work
½ cup Eagerness
cup Promptness
cup Quality Work
2 tbs Humor
cups Teamwork
½ cup Kindness
Mix Gently - Simmer for eight full hours (excluding breaks)

Most of you have tried the above recipe. For those of
you who haven't "TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT! " And every
one else will too.
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By Cindy Stewart and Sandy Farhat.

actual Retirement Program benefit. Actual salary in
creases (as compared to the salary assumptions
used in the estimates on the Employee Benefits
Statement) could result in a higher actual Retirement
Program benefit at age 65 than at age 62. In any
case, with Social Security plus the Retirement Pro
gram benefit, the Retirement Income will be higher
at age 65 than at age 62.
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Q. On my Benefits Statement, it shows higher retirement
benefits for age 62 than for age 65. Why is this?

A. The Normal Retirement Age under the Program is
age 65. However, if an employee retires early at age
62 or after, the Program provides that benefits can
be payable without the reduction normally made.
This Program feature permits employees to select a
retirement date at any time between ages 62 and 65
w ithout a significant loss of Retirement Program
benefits.
The estimated age 62 Retirement Program benefit
shown on the employee benefits statement is higher
than the estimated age 65 pension for an employee
who will have completed 30 or more years service
at age 62 and age 65. Here is an explanation of why
this occurs. Three factors are considered in esti
mating the age 62 and age 65 Retirement Program
benefits: ( 1 ) Years of SeNice, (2) Salary, and (3)
Social Security.
1 . When an employee will have at least 30 years of
service (full service) at both ages 62 and 65, the
service factor is the same at each age.

2. Since it is impossible to know what an individual's
salary increase will be in the future, the estimates
on the employee benefits statement assume that
the current salary continues unchanged in the
future. Therefore, the salary used to estimate the
age 62 and age 65 pension benefits is the same.

3. The third factor affecting the estimated pension
is the amount of benefit from Social Security. This
amount is not the same at ages 62 and 65. By
terminating employment at age 62, an employee
will be entitled to less Social Security at age 65
than if employment contin ed to age 65. For this
reason, the offset for Social Security in the calcu
lation of the Retirement Program benefit is more
at age 65 than at age 62.

NEW BLUE SHIELD BOARD MEMBERS
ORIENTATION HELD

Three new Blue Shield Board members attended a
one-day orientation session on June 1 5 at our head
quarters to become more acquainted with our oper
ations. New members attending were Dr. Anthony J.
Vento, Mr. Varnum A. Heyl, and Mr. Middleton T.
Mustian. Dr. Thomas D. Bartley was unable to be pres
ent. Dr. Donald G. Nikolaus and Dr. Louis C. Murray
were guests, representing the Board of Governors of
the Florida Medical Association.
President J. W. Herbert opened the meeting with a
discussion on the corporate organization and the· rela
tionship with the Insurance Department, Blue Cross As
sociation and Blue Shield Association. Next on the pro
gram was Senior Vice President-Marketing and External
Affairs, W. J. Stansell, who spoke on corporate objec
tives and how they are accompl ished, corporate charter
and by-laws, and the legal responsibi l ity of Blue Shield
Board members. The final presentation before lunch
was given by W. R. Skelley, Vice President-Finance,
who talked about our financial operation.
The afternoon was "kicked-off" when J. D. Lewis,
Senior Vice Pr_esident-Benefits Administration, clarified
the daims systems involving Blue Shield and Medicare
B. Dr. Richard C. Dever, Vice President-Medical Direc
tor, presented a medical review and explained the
Claims Committee's function. Blue Shield contracts were
discussed by W. A. Miller, Vice President-Marketing.
Following Mr. Miller's discussion, G. S. Lewis, Vice
President-Physician Affairs, spoke about his division's
responsibilities.

1J

Since the salary and service factors are the same in
both the age 62 and age 65 estimates, the only dif
ference in the benefit calculation is the amount of
Social Security. Because a higher amount of Social
Security is subtracted from the age 65 estimate than
the age 62 estimate, the estimated amount of Retire
ment Program benefit at age 62 is higher.
If an employee continues working from age 62 to
age 65, actual increases in salary which occur dur
ing that period will be included in determining the

From left are J. D. Lewis, Dr. Vento, Mr. Mustian, Dr. Nikolaus, Dr.
Murray, Mr. Heyl and G. S. Lewis.
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t o w e a r to w o r k t h r o u g h h a l f 
opened eyes a n d with a half-a l e rt
m i n d . Most l i kely yo u r select i o n wi l l
l eave a lot to b e des i re d . I f you p lan
what yo u ' re goi n g t o we ar a n d l ay it
out the n i g h t befo re , yo u wo n ' t
eve n h ave t o t hi n k the next m o rn
i n g . Yo u ' l l j u st h ave to t ry to get it on
right-side out !
Expect to have a good day : N ega
tive th o u g hts wi l l keep you u n de r
t h e cove rs , so th i n k positively and
l o o k fo rwa rd t o the d ay. Wo r ry i s a
waste of t i m e and e ne rgy , a n d yo u
ca n be u s i n g th at wasted e n e rgy to
get yo u rself u p .
Put your dreams in their place: We
a l l have recu r ri n g d reams t h at we
put in p roper pe rspective the m i 
n u t e t he s u n h i ts ou r eyes. Ot h e r
d rea m s can b e d i s t u rb i ng a n d i f t h ey
cont i n u e to ca use loss of sl eep o r
ca use yo u t o beco m e d i st ract ed o n
t h e jo b , se e yo u r d o cto r . O n ce
t h ey' re d i sc u ssed , most often t hey
d i sappea r.

Avoid planning more than you can
handle for the day: When faced with
a long l i st of c h o res and as s i g n 
m e n ts , yo u ' re l e s s l i ke l y t o want to
face t he d ay beca u s e you k n ow get
ti n g th ro u g h that l i st is go i n g to be
h a rd wo r k . Leave so m e t i m e fo r
yo u rsel f , fo r a b reak, fo r catch i ng
u p , for e njoyment.
Play down antici pitory anxieties: If
th e r e ' s s o m e t h i n g a b o u t y o u r
wo r k- day t h at you j u st hate , I i ke
co m m ut i ng , wai t i n g fo r a b u s , o r
t h at m o rn i n g meet i n g , atte m pt to
a l t e r t h e s i t u at i o n . Read w h i l e
co m m ut i ng, o r j o i n a ca r poo l so
yo u wo n 't h ave to d rive. If t h e m o rn
i n g meet i n g i s a bo re, t ry contri b u t
i ng to it rat h e r than sitti n g th ro u g h
it.
I nject yourself with willpower and
give you rself a reward: I f yo u fi n d
yo u r s t o m a c h k n o tt i n g at t h e
t h o u g h t o f a l l t h os e c h o r e s o n
Satu rday o r that b i g p resentat io n at
wo rk, p ro m ise you rse l f a p resent

after s u ccessfu l co m p l et io n
job. Buy yo u rself t h a t l o u ngi r
o r that fly a n d tac k l e box . Yo 1
ably deserve it, a n d yo u ' l l gc
yo u r tas ks with a n t ici pated 1
Keep the kiddies busy and
you r way u nti l you ' re on yrn
Bad e n o u gh you have to ge
a l l , let a l o n e make b rea kfast
fa mi ly, feed t h e cat , or l et t,
out and ta ke t h e cove r off th
If the ch i l d e n a re old e n o u
s i gn t h em t h ese c h o res an,
them set t h e tabl e fo r b reak
Come t o terms with t h e da,
way that appea l s to you most
t h o u g h ts of e g g s b e n e d i c
s p i ced tea fo r b rea kfast wi l l �
u p a l l the faste r, t h en t reat ye
I f joggi n g i s yo u r spo rt a n d ,
you out of bed a n d i n to a w,
s u i t then do it . I f the sou n d s <
De nve r's Roc ky Mou n ta i n H i
sta rt you off with a song then
reco rd on . Yo u r c h o ices are i
. . . a n d i n most cases t h ey 1
(Reprinted from '"PAL/CAN. "" Pan American Lil
Company. New Orleans, with permission.)

A Public Opinion Survey

A SNAPSHOT OF TH E PU BLIC MOOD

A survey carried out in June, 1 977, with a scientifically
selected sample of 1 ,500 people designed to be representa
tive of all adults 1 8 years old and over living i n the United
States, was conducted by Yankelovich, Skelly and White, I nc.
as part of a larger survey for the American Council of Life
Insurance.
The survey was published by the Health Insu rance Institute
in Washington, D. C. as a booklet entitled "Health and Health
Insurance : The Public's View. "
Attitudes toward health insurance as a product have been
suNeyed by the Health Insurance Institute for three consecu
tive years and show relatively l ittle change. The poor and the
elderly, the unemployed, and those groups of people who are
covered by group health insurance and those who cannot
partici pate in such plans represent d iversified opinions based
on no, partial, and free coverage, and payment of partial or
no premiums.
The public mood is characterized by two overriding themes.
Overal l, the public appears satisfied with the q ual ity of health
care and health insurance. At the same time, fear of the rising
cost of health care and health insurance is pervasive, and as
a result the public may be concerned about losing access to
health seNices in the future. One problem for policy makers
will be to address this concern over rising health care costs
while maintaining the quality of health care.
The following facts represent highlights of the 1 977 survey:
Control Over Personal Health - Fifty-eight percent of
Americans feel they have a great deal of control over their per
sonal health, and 76% feel they take good or excel lent care of
their personal health.

Costs of Health Care - Seventy-four percent of th1
feel the costs of health care are going up at a faster r,
other costs.
Satisfaction with Health Care - Forty-five percer
publ ic are very satisifed with their health care ; anoth
are somewhat satisfied.
Satisfaction with Health Insurance - Forty-six
are very satisfied with their health insurance coverag
are somewhat satisfied.
Cost of Health Insurance - Sixty-seven percent
price of health i nsurance is getting too high for the c
family to afford.
Health Insurance Compan ies - A majority of the
51 %, feels it is leg itimate for health insurance compc
make a profit, while 1 7% feel it is not right for them t,
a profit.
Freedom of Choice - Forty-three percent of the
feel that health i nsurance through private companie�
preserve an ind ividual's freedom of choice in a way a !
ment prog ram could not, whi le 1 6% d isag ree and
mainder have no firm opinion.
National Health Insurance - The percentage of tt
l ie aware of national health insurance as an issue has
from 24 % in 1 975 to 37% in 1 977.
A majority of the public does not favor delaying r
health i nsurance u ntil the economy improves.
A strong majority of the publ ic, 60%, favors a r
health insurance program run by both government an
ness, relatively few think it should be run by governmen
or private industry, 1 5%.
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Plans Participate in Pine Castle Bar-B-Q/Carnival

'

eem to be a rrivi n g late to
J re a n d m o re f req u ently , it
n ecessari ly mean yo u d i s
r jo b , o r yo u r boss o r you r
e rs . Ve ry s i m p ly , it cou l d
a t you j u st hate getti n g u p i n
·n i n g . I f yo u ' re m i s erabl e
e a l a rm ri n gs , h e re a re 1 0
eas i n g th e ritu a l .
ew of us bou n d out of bed
o rn i n g with the ag i l i ty of a
1 robably m o re l i ke th e c rawl
, . Why? Is t h e re someth i n g
•ith us . . . ou r jo bs . . . ou r
::rn ? Maybe. I n some cases a
i n t i n g wo r k envi ron m e n t
e u s want t o h i de i n bed .
, r th e majo ri ty of worki ng
ns, gett i n g up in th e m o rn 
o rt u r e fo r a v e ry s i m p l e
it's a phys i ca l stra i n . "The
1 s i n ess of p u l l i n g th e body

toget he r , tu rn i n g on a l l the syste m s
i n t he b ra i n , a n d fi g u ri ng out exactly
wh e re you are req u i res co m p l ete
reo ri en tati o n , " says psyc h i at ri st D r .
Le o n a rd Ca m m e r , a u t h o r of U p
f r o m D e p re s s i o n . N evert h e l e s s ,
t h e re a re ways fo r us to face th e day
and wake up i n the m o rn i n g if not
with a s m i l e , then wi th less than a
g roa n . H e re a re some s u ggesti o n s :
Use your alarm clock correctly: Set
you r clock fo r the exact ti me yo u
wan t to awa ken i n t he m o rn i n g a n d
g e t u p a s s o o n a s i t ri n gs . Do n ' t fal l
back onto t he pi l l ows fo r " j u st a few
m o re zzzzzzzzzzs . " Th i s ma kes get
t i n g up a l l t h e h a rd e r. And if you
d o n 't h ave a n y roosters c rowi n g i n
th e ya rd , use a n ot h e r of n at u re's
a l a r m c l oc ks - the s u n . Use as
t ra n s parent a shade as poss i b l e to
l et in m o re l i g h t . Gett i n g u p in the
PROFILE/EIGHT

d a r k req u i res p u tti n g o n a l i g h t
wh i ch takes a l o t o f ad d i ti o n a l ef
fo rt .

Avoid heavy food and excessive
drinki ng before goi ng to sleep: H eavy

foods make it d i ffi c u l t to get to s l eep
a n d to s leep so u n d ly . Th u s it's a l l
t h e harder to get u p i n the mo rn i n g.
Ev en wo rse i s the fact that you ' re
pu tt i n g a g reat deal of strai n o n the
d i gestive system which i s wo rk i n g
overti m e on that " s u m pt u o u s b u f
fet" t h at you devo u red. A n d heavy
d ri n k i ng wi l l pu t yo u to s l eep al
right, but the way you ' re goi n g to
feel in the morn i n g wo u l d m a ke the
most p u n ctu a l person wa n t to stay
i n bed . . . fo reve r !

Set out everything you'll need i n the
morning the night before: N oth i n g' s

worse than g rop i n g arou n d i n the
m o rn i n g p u l l i n g together an outfit

Manning our booth at the Bar-B-Q/Carnival,
from left, are Rudy Norton, Community
Relations; Debbie Jones, Records
Retention; Joan Parrish, Medicare B
Communications. Not shown, Patricia
Hughes and Gwendolyn Trapp, H. R. I.C.

Rudy Norton, Employee/Community Relations
Representative, is pleased to announce that the Florida
Plans furnished and manned a booth for the 24th Annual
Pine Castle Bar-B-Q/Carnival on May 20th, sponsored
by the Pine Castle Foundation of Jacksonville. The Pine
Castle Center offers skills training for the mentally re
tarded (usually 1 8 and over) in the areas of horticulture,
woodcraft and light carpentry, assembly work, custodial
services, food services, crafts and ceramics.
Rudy coordinated the activities and tended the booth
along with four volunteer employees from Medicare B,
Records Retention, and H.R.I.C. Several guests stopped
by our glassware booth and tried their luck at winning a
prize at ten cents a throw. Games included bingo, darts,

a dunking tank, and several prizes were raffled off.
Plants, stuffed animals, a country store and handicrafts
were also available. A spokesman for Pine Castle re
ported money from the day's events totaled $22,000.
Proceeds from this year's Annual Bar-B-Q/Carnival
were targeted for residential care for the mentally re
tarded. The State of Florida is trying to return as many
of the retarded as possible to the local communities,
and housing for them here in Jacksonville is greatly
needed.
Plants and handicrafts can be purchased from the
"country store" at 491 1 Spring Park Road at very rea
sonable prices. Stop and shop! Support this United Way
Agency!

Employees Participate in Chamber of
Commerce Membership Blitz

May 1 7, 1 8 and 23, to explain the purpose of the drive
and to demonstrate some of the sales tools.
The Blitz resulted in more than $30,000, it was an
nounced during Las Vegas Night, a wrap-up party on
June 8 for the employee teams and staff.

A team of four of our employees vied for an all
expense paid Las Vegas vacation for two, awarded to
the top money producer in the Chamber of Commerce's
1 978 membership Blitz Competition June 7 and 8.
During the two day event more than 1 25 prospective
members were contacted by our team which sold four
memberships for a total of $600. 00. A free six-month
area council membership was given to every business
that joined during the two day Blitz.
Employees from 25 company teams competed for
weekend accommodations at fine hotels throughout
Florida, dinner for two at famous Jacksonville restau
rants, a ten-speed bicycle and other prizes donated by
local businesses. A prize was awarded for every new
Chamber investment sold.
The Chamber assisted volunteers with their sales
efforts by conducting comprehensive training sessions,

Pictured here are some Blue Cross and Blue Shield volunteer
employees who worked on the Chamber of Commerce Annual Mem
bership Blitz, from left, Tom Purvis, Medicare B Claims; Al Sinclair,
President Atlantic Banks; Thelma Johnson, Blue Shield Interface; Joan
Parrish, Medicare B Correspondence; Jack Quaritius, President,
Chamber of Commerce; and Rudy Norton, Employee/Community Re
lations Representative.
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M I X E D DOU BLES
TO U R N EY H E LD
AT SAWG RASS

The tennis league 's first mixed
doubles tournament of the year was
held at the Sawgrass Racquet Club
for employees and their families and
friends.
The teams were assigned to flights
according to ability, and the contend
ers played the round-robin on the
afternoon of May 20. The sun was hot,
but the spirit of competition kept the
players going - and when the smoke
cleared L i nda Blake and George
Ragan emerged the victors in the
Flight A division. Flight B- 1 was won
by Shirley Edlin and Richard Wisor,
and Joe Grantham partnered with
his wife, Peggy, to win the B-2 di
vision. The overall champ in Flight B
was decided after a playoff between
the two Flights with the Granthams
winning the title. The final tally was
complete when Larry George and
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The winners in the recent mixed doubles tennis tournament are, from left, Larry George and
Joann Bobbitt, Joe and Peggy Grantham, Linda Blake and George Ragan, and Shirley Edlin and
Richard Wisor.

Joann Bobbitt finished first in the
Flight C division.
The contenders enjoyed playing
at Sawgrass as it is a beautiful spot

for tennis competition. According to
Hal Neill, President of the Tennis
League, they will probably play future
tournaments at this site.

Emplo1Jees Help MickelJ Mouse Celebrate 50th BirthdalJ

The Employees' Club annual excursion to Disney
World on June 10 drew 210 employees and guests. The
Club paid half of the $10.00 charter bus trip while em
ployees used their Magic Kingdom Club cards for dis
count tickets.
The buses departed Jacksonville at 7:00 a.m. and
returned 15 hours later full of weary but happy "mouse
keteers."

8. How does the government insure compliance with
Affirmative Action?
The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
(OFCCP) was established to administer and monitor
Affirmative Action Programs by conducting compli
ance reviews of practices and policies relating to
equal employment. The Office of Federal Contracts
Compliance Programs (OFCCP) is charged with the
responsibility of monitoring the Affirmative Action
compliance of the Plans ·and the insurance industry
generally. The OFCCP ensures compliance by having
audits conducted as well as reviewing progress re
ports we are required to submit quarterly on our AAP.
9. What progress have the Plans made in the past
five years toward achieving equal employment?
Minority representation in the Corporations has in
creased, and minorities and females are being pro
moted into positions which traditionally they have
not occupied. Policies have been scrutinized to en
sure that equity exists for all employees. In addition,
programs such as job posting have proven to be
effective vehicles for upward mobility within the or
ganization. The corporations have increased partici
pation in upward mobility programs which help pre
pare individuals for business opportunities. The
corporate emphasis during 1978 will continue to be
placed on the upward movement of minorities and
females.

B O N ES, TH EM BONES,
TH E M DRY BON ES!

Fifty Years in Show Business - Mickey Mouse and all his famous
Disney pals celebrate his 50 years in show business daily in the Walt
Disney World Magic Kingdom. "Mickey Mouse's 50th Birthday Parade "
takes place through November 18, the anniversary of his 1928 film
debut in the first talking cartoon, "Steamboat Willie. "
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B elow are the latest deletions and addit
regarding HMP physicians in case you mi!:
them on the bulletin board postings:

The body o f every organization has four kinds of
bones:
There are the "wish-bones" who wish someone
else would do all the work.
There are the "jaw-bones" who do all the talking
but very little else.
There are the "knuckle-bones"· which knock every
thing that anybody else tries to do.
Finally, there are the "back-bones" who get under
the load and do all the work.

■
■
■
■

Deletions

J. Ghata, M.D.
Julian C. Gregorio, M.D.
Walter C. Kelly, M . D.
Bhojraj Peryani, M . D.
Walter Scott, M.D.
N. H. Tucker, M . D.
Jose L. Zubero, M. D.
Add

Sergia Medina Lagman, M.D.
Mohammed Mona, M . D.
Ernest Nicolitz, M . D.
Grady Stewart, M . D.

FEATHER YOUR NEST

Saving money is a hard
thing to do. But saving with
U .S. Savings Bonds, through
the systematic and relatively
painless method of payroll
deduction, is a good way to \ {,
start. Your money is being · :
saved before you ever see it, \
and if you don't see it, you
won't miss it. A little some
thing stashed away is a pretty
secure feeling - for that new
home, a college education, or
whatever your needs dictate.
M ore employees are "feathering their nests"
our annual Savings Bond Drive which was held
the week of May 15-19, resulting in 139 new
pants in the program bringing our total Savings B
rollment to 378. Special thanks go to the PROF
porters who served as consultants and provide,
needed assistance in answering questions con
the program for their respective floors.
Welcome to those who joined the progrc
thanks wo those who increased their deductions
are putting your money where your heart is - in A
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Affirmative Action is one of the
most important personnel programs
in operation at Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida. To help provide a
better understanding of the program,
the Corporate EEO/AAP Coordinator,
Gale Franz, has provided answers to
'11 the following frequently asked ques:? Franz
tions about the program .
t is an Affirmative Action Program (AAP)?
a set of specific, results-oriented procedures to
h a contractor commits himself to apply every
l faith effort. The objective of those procedures
such efforts is equal employment opportunity.
,AP requires an analysis of the workforce and a
of action to correct problem areas that have
identified. Each year this plan is updated for
:orporations, reviewed and approved by the
;' President and submitted to the Blue Cross
ciation.
ere a difference between Affirmative Action
Equal Employment Opportunity?
Affirmative Action refers to "positive steps"
1 by an employer to bring females and minority
J members (MGM's) into his employment force,
to move them upward within the organization.
1ative Action usually is goal-oriented and can
easured through the improvements made by an
1ization in the hiring, training, and promoting
nales and minority group members (MGM's) in
)rkforce. Simply stated, Affirmative Action refers
3 positive steps or action taken to obtain pre
mined results. Equal Employment Opportunity
esult of Affirmative Action.
1

criteria are used generally to establish short
ong-range goals?
tablishing short-and long-range goals we con
the results which could reasonably be expected
putting forth every good faith effort to make the
.11 affirmative action program work. In addition,
mining levels of goals, we consider the factors
in Revised Order No. 4, sections 60-2. 1 1
i0-2.1 2.

4. Why do Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
h ave an AAP?
The Plans are committed to Equal Employment Op
portunity for all persons without regard to race, sex,
age, color, religion or national origin. We believe
that an affirmative action program, designed for im
plementation throughout all corporate ranks, pro
vides the most effective method for maintaining
equal employment opportunity. Federal regulations
require that this affirmative action program be in
writing.

5. When a goal is set to fill a position with a minority
or female, what effots are made to achieve that
goal?
Every good faith effort is put forth to achieve the
goal. Naturally, we prefer to fill these "focus jobs"
from within our own ranks; this is the essence of affir
mative action, particularly in our case where minorities
and females already participate in our workforce to
a greater extent than they are represented in the
population. Where, however, individuals are not avail
able internally, we contact minority employment
agencies, colleges and high schools, as well as state
and local agencies. We also advertise these positions
in minority-oriented publications. Similar contacts are
made for female recruitments.
6. Are the corporations required by the AAP to hire
or promote a person simply because that person
is a minority or female?
No. All such employment decisions are to be made
without regard to such factors as race or sex. The
Plans, however, are required to work toward full utili
zation of minorities and females in our workforce.
7. Does our Affirmative Action Program require the
use of a "quota" system?
No. Federal regulations specifically state that affirma
tive action goals are not to be rigid, inflexible quotas.
Managers should base employment decisions upon
the qualifications of the applicants for a position, and
the person selected should be one who can perform
the duties of that job.
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EMPLOYEES' CLUB OFFERS

Photos by Priscilla Cochran

With bikini weather now upon us many
employees have decided it is time to rearrange a
few inches and get rid of a few pounds through our
new Employees' Club Slimnastics course.

The twelve-week, hourly sessions began on
June 5 under the guidance of May K. May, an
experienced instructor from the Washington, D.C.,
Maryland, and Virginia area. She has an extensive
background in dc3:nce and movement, and brings
her experience in "inches off" and "general body
toning" to improve the physical and mental
endurance of our employees. Mary, wife of Greg
May, Facilities Management, says the course offers
more than just weight control; it also includes better
body balance and control, relaxation work to relieve
stress, tension, and fatigue, and teaches breathing
control.

The four classes held Monday, Wednesday, and
Thursday (2) evenings after work drew 70
employees. Mrs. May has plans to hold additional
classes in the fall for employees who may be trying
to get "into" their winter wardrobes!
Best of luck to the participants. Hope we see
"less of you" around the pool this summer!
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SLIM NAST/CS!

" P ROS & CONS" W I N WI NTE R BOWL I NG LEAG U E
Dianne and Ed Davis and Carol and Flakey Blanton made
up the "P ros & Cons" G rand Winner team of the Emp loyees'
C l u b wi nter m ixed bowling leag ue by becom ing the first team
ever to win both the fi rst and second halves.
A roll-off was held on Saturday, May 20, between the sec
ond and third place win ners of each half to determine the
Grand Winner R u nner- U p . The team of Jane and Poncho
Brennan and Linda and Ron Hammett was the winner.
I nd ividual trophies were awarded at a banquet held on
June 1 0 at Ceci l Field to both the G rand Winners and the
Runner-Up G rand Winners as wel l as fi rst, second and third
place winners of the fi rst and second half of the league and
for win ners of h i g h game and series, sc ratch and hand icap,
h i g h averages, and most improved . All troph ies were pur
c hased out of the prize fund , and the Employees' Club paid
for the banq uet.

ly passes for two com plete dinners to the men and women
who bowled h i g h and low game.
First Place
Dianne Davis
Carol Blanton
Ed Davis
Flakey Blanton
First Place
same as above

FIRST HALF

Second Place
Jane Brennan
Linda Hammett
Poncho Brennan
Ron Hammett

Third Place
Clare Bellau
Kathy Burrell
Nick Burrell
Ned Bellau

Second Place
Ann Gregory
Roy Miller
Ray Bozeman
David Rice

Third Place

SECOND HALF

same as above

A special plaque was presented to the Manager of Captain
D's Restau rant, Tony Riezno, who donated $800 worth of week-

o f those changes that have applied to you in the
last year .
I f you scored below 1 50 points, you are on pret
ty safe gound -- about a one-in-three chance of
serious change in the next two years. I f you scored
over 300 points , be glad your Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plan covers you - your chances are almost 90
percent.
If you or your family would like a free copy of
Stress, contact the Communications Department
10-S.
Life Event

�
�
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THIRD PLACE WINNER: From left, Kathy and Nick Burrell, and
Ned and Clare Bel/au.

G RAND WINNERS: From left, Carol and Flakey Blanton, Ed and
Dianne Davis.

INDIVIDUAL WINNERS: From left, Bonnie Godbold, high series
handicap, 725; Marjorie Johnson, high average, 1 6 1 and high game
handicap, 2 78; Linda I-fammett, high series scratch, 553. Not pictured
are Jane Brennan, high game scratch, 2 1 3 and Jane Williams, most
improved, 10 pins.

RUNNER-UP GRAND WINNER: Linda and Ron Hammett. Jane and
Poncho Brennan are not pictured.

SECOND PLACE, SECOND HALF: From left, David Rice, Ann
Gregory, Roy and Julia Miller, Ray Bozeman is not pictured.

INDIVIDUAL WINNERS: From left. Flakey Blanton, high game
scratch, 263 and Ned Bel/au, high series handicap, 706. Not pictured
are Jim Reed, high series scratch, 640; Poncho Brennan, high game
handicap, 278; Ray Bozeman, high average, 180; Richard Beltrami,
most improved, 1 8 pins.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1 0.
11.
1 2.
1 3.
1 4.
1 5.
16.
1 7.
18.
1 9.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31 .
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Death o f spouse
Divorce
Marital separat i o n
J a i l term
Death of c lose fam i l y member
Person a l i nj u ry or i l l ness
M arriage
Fi red at work
M arital recon c i l iation
Reti rement
Change i n health of fam i l y member
Preg nan-cy
Sex d i f f i c u l t ies
G a i n of new family member
B u s i n ess readj u stment
Change i n f i nancial state
Deat h of c lose friend
Change to d ifferent l i ne of work
Change in ·n umber of arguments w i t h s po u se
M ortgage over $1 0,000
Foreclosure o f mortgage o r l oa n
Change in respo n s i b i l ities at work
Son or daughter leaving home
Tro u b l e with i n-laws
Outstand i n g personal ach ievement
Wife began or stop work
Beg i n or end school
Change i n l iv i n g conditions
Revision of personal habits
Tro u b l e with boss
Change in work hours or conditions
Change in res idence
Change in schools
Change in recreat ion
Change in c h u rc h act ivities
Change i n soc i a l act ivities
M ortg ag e or loan less than $ 1 0,000
Change i n s l ee p i n g habits
Change i n n umber of fam i l y get-togethers
Change i n eat i ng habits
Vacat ion
C h ristmas
M i nor violations of the law

ry
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D

Mean Value

1 00
73
65
63
63
53
50
47
45
45
44
40
39
39

39
38
37
36
35
31
30
29
29
29
28
26
26
25
24
23
20
20
20
19
19
18

\

17

16
15
15
13
12

11
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(Reprinted with permission of Eileen Gilmartin, author and editor "Planette," May,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Maryland.)

ma 1 bag
•

. for meeting deadlines and making decisions
· pressure; w it hout stress, many of us would
ion with a low productivity rate .
w well you choose to handle l i fe time stresses
tds on the amount of control you have over
For i nstance, you have no control over the
of a loved one, but you can maintain some
JI over your living situation, your relationship
�amily and friends , and your social activities .
1 r personal life frequently causes the greatest
nt of stress. When things at home are on
y ground , the feelings of tension , fear and
ation are carried with you to work . And a
f working around the subtle worries that
ss your · home l i fe can accelerate problems by
ne you return to your family in the evening .
ssential t hat you work out problems in their
stages . Listening, talking , understanding the
person 's frustrations and they, i n turn, shar
mrs will ease stress and help problems sub
You may not have control over solving all
Jroblems but you may be able to control or
� those t hat make you part icularly uptight .
rk . The word , even when mentioned in pass
rn initiate a tightening stomach, sweaty palms
acing heart bea t . On the other hand , it can
)te a state of lethargy, a lazy , i ndi fferent
ness towards your world .
:1y people, -especially those i n high human
:t occupations, suffer from the burn-out syn
:. The stress of working and the high cost of
can drain people of their abilities to cope
laily si tuations .
high rate of alcoholism , divorce, and mental
i n professions which are people orien ted is
ring .
C hristina Maslach , a San Francisco
Jlogist explains burn-out : "When you burn
our emotional center goes . There' s nothing
ou really care abou t . You don ' t have any op
e feeli ngs, only negative ones . You don ' t like
ople you work with and wish they ' d go away .
·eat them i n i nstitutional , routinized , de1izing ways . ' '

H ow can you deal with bu rn-out? Dr. Maslach
advises t hat you strive for an attitude of detached
concern. " Detached concern is a very difficult state
for most people to reach , " said Masbach who
found that most people often revert to bei ng overly
detached a fter a period of burn-ou t .
Outside act ivities and recreational interests
decrease stress and contribute to a healthier mind
and body . Creative hobbies , sports or a leisurely
walk can divert your thoughts and bring them i nto
a more relaxing state.
Our commercial market has been inundated with
stress-relieving books teaching us how to live guilt
free lives . But it is up to you to determine your
ow n stress level , discovering what produces stress
and how to cope with i t . Develop a change i n
behavior, i f necessary, a n d set t h e priorities you
consider to be the purpose of your l i fe.
Your goals should be set realistically, not ex
ceeding the levels of your own capacity. O nce t hey
are clearly established , you should be able to han
dle the daily stressful events without going u nder .
We all have days when we have had enough ,
w hen weekends can not come too soon. Take time
to relax ; make a special effort to be good to
yourself. Physical and emoti onal stability require
our every effort to lovingly care for ourselves ;
keeping us well so we may better care for others .
The follow i ng Social Readj ustment rating scale is
one of the many facets of stress discussed i n the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Stress booklet .
L i fe changes are not all stressful in a negative
sense. Vacations, marriages , the birth of a baby
can all be very exciting . They also add to our
stress, and require us to cope, adapt or change to
some degree.
The numbers in t he right-hand column of the
chart represent the amount, duration and severity
of change required to cope with each i tem , averag
ed from responses of hundreds of people.
The more changes you undergo i n a given period
of t ime, the more points you accumulate. The
higher the score, the more likely you are to have a
health change. Take a moment to add up the score
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Helen Royal, Congressional In
quiries, received this compliment:
"Just a note to you to thank you for
your assistance. I know when a prob
lem reaches a person's desk who
really cares about people, it can make
such a difference, and I feel you
made the extra effort to settle our
problem and we do appreciate it so
much."

* * * *

Mitch Nowicki, Provider Utilization
Review, received this letter about
Thelma Williams and a recent work
shop she presented: "It was so inter
esting and informative. Everyone sat
spellbound and could have spent the
entire day listening to her. It gave
everyone a boost and a better under
standing of the Medicare program."

* * * *

Jim Van Wagner, St. Petersburg
office, forwarded this letter: "May I
extend to you and your staff my most
grateful thanks for your efforts and
support in my claims. Special thanks
to Ronn ie Wi lliams, Betty Travel
stead , Madge Putnam and Li nda
Pavlovich who gave me the support
I needed."

* * * *

Don Crosset, Director, P. A.R. D.,
received this note from a Florida nurs
ing center: "I would like to take the
opportunity to compliment Jose
Porto, Coral Gables, on his conduct
during the recent audit. He showed
a great deal of professionalism and a
high degree of proficiency in Med
icare law. "

* * * *

A Miami subscriber took time to
relay these thoughts concerning
Romie Marti n, Subscribers Service:
"I'm happy to say that I had corre
spondence with you in the past, found
you to be very helpful and am delight
ed to touch base with you again."
Romie feels this excerpt as well as
additional comments "are a good re
flection on my clerks that they are do
ing a good job also. "

President Herbert received this
letter concerning Lillian Hill, Claims
Correspondence: "She has been very
helpful to me in getting this claim pro
cessed. Without her help I am sure
this claim would still be pending. I ap
preciate her efficient assistance. "

* * * *

Alan Adey, Director, Audit and
Rate Review, received these com
ments from a local hospital: "As the
coordinator for the Medical Secre
taries' luncheons, I would like to thank
you for all the assistance at our meet
ings. Your willingness to help and the
time you spent has certainly added
another dimension to our hospital
public relations and education. "

* * * *

Emily Jimenez of the Sarasota
office received two thank you letters:
"I would like to express my appreci
ation for the helpful and courteous
service I received from Emily in get
ting my bills in order. Thank you for
having people like her working for
you . " "I think you should be aware of
her dedication to the peop le you
serve. Her patience, her friendly way
and her knowledge are unusual. "

* * *

*

Elese O ' Ne i l l , Tallahassee, received these thanks: "Thank you for
being so nice in helping my husband
convert his insurance. Blue Cross is
very fortunate to have a person like
you in their company - you are in
deed an asset. "

* * * *

Thanks were sent to Jack McAbee,
Vice President-Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Claims, concerning Jane Bren
nan, Claims Communications: "She
showed extraordinary ability in getting
some things done expediently and in
placating me. We have all heard the
old axiom, 'You just can't get good
employees anymore,' but you have
one in Jane. I am sure you realize it.
I want you to know that one of your
customers does also."
PROFILE/TWENTY-ONE

Do n n a Wi ndh am and Sharon
Woodruff of Merritt Island wrote Ted
Hedrick concerning one of his em
ployees: "We would like to commend
Judy Stauderman for her outstanding
efforts in assisting field office person
nel. Judy will always take the one
extra step to get us an answer that
is accurate. If she doesn't know the
answer, she will take whatever mea
sures necessary to obtain one."

* * *

*

President Herbert received this
note: "Just recently I needed a lot of
help with my Medicare and insurance
accounts and I found help and kind
consideration from a wonderful busi
ness lady by the name of Rose
Sluder, Control Transcribing. She is
very intelligent, with a fine telephone
personality and I would like to compli
ment you for having such a fine lady
employed in your organization. "

*

* * *

"Courteous treatment is always
appreciated, but even more so when
one is going through illness problems.
I felt I must tell you how much I ap
preciated the assistance and coop
eration given to me by your recep
tionist Arlie Emsley and your Cus
tomer Service Representative, Bertha
Hester, Coral Gables branch. Both of
these persons were helpful."

* * *

*

This note came in regarding Sue
Nelson, St. Petersburg branch office:
"I cannot say enough for the kind
ness, consideration and assistance
she gave and the results she pro
duced. Supervisors, I am sure, hear
more complaints than praise. I hope
this letter of praise helps to brighten
your day. "

* * * *

Recent phone calls to the editor
have commented on the new type
face that's been used in the last two
issues of MINI-PROFILE. "I find I'm
reading more stories," and "It's much
more readable, " were two of the
remarks.

HOW ASTROLOGY CAN HELP YOU
GET ALONG WITH YOUR BOSS

**"Irk*

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

*****

r:f You r

Bed I sn 't M ade of Rost
It's Ti me to Change the Shee

Taurus' a mbition is restrained . U n like Aries, Taurus can

wait for leadership . Strong, silent, Tau rus the Bull works
steadily and persiste ntly until the goal is achieved . And
Taurus' reputation for stubbornness is deserve d .
Taurus often grooves o n m usic - watch for a transistor
radio or a fancy stereo syste IT' nearby .
Taurus people may seem l azy , self-indulgent and sensual.
Their clothing will be made of the finest fabric a vailabl e 
t h e y love the f e e l o f finery against their ski n . The sce nt of
expensive aftershave or perfu me floats by with the m .
But they also relate t o food , and the yolk from their Eggs
Benedict may dot their laps or the toes of their spit- shined
shoes .

.
�
..�., --

Taurus men a n d women seem to be ideal bosses . Always

'
..

pleasa n t , never nagging. Supportive of subordinates in
their work a n d u nderstanding about personal proble ms.
All this is very tempting, comfortable - a nd deceptive .
Their easygoi ng, docile attitude allows you to push a n d
p u s h and push , w h i l e t h e y s m i l e a n d shrug a n d grow
very quiet . But some day you'll push once too often a n d
f i n d yourself reporting t o a new department before the
ink has dried on your transfer papers .
Patie n t , determined, loya l - your Taurus boss expects the
same q u alities from you . And Taurus bosses are tradi
tiona list . Don't think you can g�t away with too-l (! ng
hair or "flexible" hours .

If

you want to make a Taurus

boss really happ y , throw a pie in someone's fac e . Out of

*****

the office , a Taurus loves slapstick .

If

Gemini (May 21-June 2 1 )

*****

it's possible to be in two places simultan eously , Gemini

can do it. I n the office , you can spot a Gemini - a phone
to each ear, several conversations going at once , desk
covered with scraps of paper and endless lists .
Ge minis possess a n atural wit and the gift of gab . They're
the salesmen or the con artists of the zodiac - you can
find them i n Marketing or i n jai l . Mimicry is Geminis'
forte , and they can improve morale with accu rate i mita
tions of the person in c harge .
Leadership is definitely not their thing .

If

your boss is a

Gemini , it's a flu ke . Geminis hate routi n e , trad ition and
any kind of organization .
So if G e m inis find themselves in positions of au thority ,
rest assured they are n ot comfortable there . T hey're too
i mpatient to lead for long periods, so the department
may lapse into anarc hy without a good N u mber Two
person . If you work for a Gemi n i , be sure to re m i nd your
boss of everything - it will be appreciated even if it's never
mentioned .
People fasci nate Geminis, but they seldom praise and
seldom conde m n . Their brilliant minds are in such chaos
that they're forced to categorize peopl e ; make sure they
put your name under "Promotable" and you have it made.
(Reprinted courtesy THE TIMES MAGAZINE, copyrighted by Army Times Pub
lishing Company, Washington, D.C. These articles are the eleventh and final in a
series. Space did not permit our publishing these the last two months.)

Walk up one
flight,
down two

h

Healthy hearts and lungs for all employees!
We're not giving them away, but you can develop
them by conforming to an often ignored policy concern
ing use of stairwells:
WALK UP ONE FLIGHT . . . WALK DOWN TWO.
Elevators throughout our complex are bulging at the
seams, especially during the lunch period. As a courtesy
and to ease the "stopping-at-each-floor" syndrome,
employees are urged to make the "up one, down two"
policy a way of life - and possibly even a life-saving
way of life through the by-products of strengthened
hearts and lungs.
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I t ' s M onday morning . You wake up late, nc
for b reak fast . The shirt you planned to wear i
ty and your slacks need ironing .
The neighbors are fighting again. The radio
blares the weather forecast -- it's going to rai11
afternoon .
Traffic, as usual, is so backed up you ' re fe�
claustrophobic and you wish that clown behin
w ould get off your bumper . J ust as things beg
clear, the guy in front of you stalls.
O ff the Beltway, you hit every possible red
and now , like an animal stalking its prey, you
search for a parking space.
Up the elevator, into the office, you are gre
by cold "you ' re late" glares . Before your coal
off, the phone starts ringing and you k now it'
ing to keep ringing all day long .
Not too many people would laugh away the
M onday, Tuesday, Wednesday . . . morning blu
We know them all too well .
Sometimes the m ost minor i rritations, like t
toast or hearing someone nag can set off a ch:
mounting frustrations.
We call it stress: a word so common to our
v ocabulary we rarely stop to think about its el
on our bodies, our minds and our emotions .
Stress is our body's physical, mental and
chemical reaction to circumstances that frightt
't -� excite, confuse, endanger or irritate u s . I t is vi
I
ly impossible to go through life without stress.
w hich has its good points and its bad.
First the bad . If you let stress get out of ha:
can cause hypertension, ulcers , asthma, rheurr.
arthritis , or an overactive thyroid gland. I t als
contributes to heart disease and weakening of
body organs . And if you begin to Ioise contrc
consistantly in stressful situations, you are me
than likely on your way to an emotional and
physical b reakdown.
And now the good . Stress is one of the mai:
tors that makes us react instantly in an alarmi
situation. I t prompts us to think fast and mov
in times of emergency . Many of us contend th
work better under pressure. We have stress to

�· . :·..�:,. .....
·-·...:·-�·:·,
.. .....
. . ... ..
. .. ....
..
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N EW SAFETY AND SECURITY
P R OG RAMS ANNOUNCED

About the cover . . .

. . . the cover montage highlights the past

ten years of tremendous growth and change
of the Florida Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans
since the first issue of PROFILE was published
in July, 1968.
As we mark the tenth year of publication of
our employee magazine familiarly known as
PROFILE, we also regretfully advise our read
ers that it is the final issue. Due to budget cuts,
we began publishing the smaller, six-page
monthly tabloid MINI-PROFILE in October,
1976. Since that time, the PROFILE magazine
has been published on a quarterly basis.
Further cost containment measures have
now necessitated the publication of the six
page monthly only. It will continue to report
news articles of interest to employees, their
families, and friends and will serve both as an
informative corporate publication and as a
means of announcing employee accomplish
ments through promotion, service recognition,
and individual achievements in the Employees'
Club and work related programs.

The following new security programs are designed
to benefit employees by improving our safety and se
curity program. The implementation of all these projects
will be in effect by mid-August.

1. The Security Department began issuing photo
1.0. badges to all employees on July 5th. Begin
ning mid-August, employees will be required to
wear their 1.0. badge while in the facility.

2. Closed circuit cameras will be strategically lo
cated around our facility entrances and high traf
fice areas. None will be placed in work areas.

3. Employees should enter the facility through either
the Rosselle Lobby or the three levels of the May
Street area. For safety reasons - the loading
dock area entrances and exits have been secured.

4. All passenger elevators except one in the South
building will be shut down at 9:30 p.m. daily and
turned back on at 6:00 a.m. No passenger ele
vators will be operating in the Main building dur
ing this time.

5. To further increase the effectiveness of the safety
and security program, doorways from the stair
wells to the outer offices will be locked except for
the ground floor and twentieth floor during the
time period 6:30 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. Therefore, any
one entering the stairwells during these hours will
have to walk either down to the ground floor or up
to the twentieth floor to exit. This action will con
trol the movement of people within the facilities
after working hours.

The responsibility for implementing and administer
ing these new security programs is the responsibility of
the Safety and Security Department. However, an effec
tive security program is the responsibility of all employ
ees. Therefore, the success of these new security pro
grams depends upon your familiarization and under
standing of these security procedures.

�C:;,
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How safe are our elevators?
Guest speakers J. E. Settle and H. E. Wayt, spokes
men for the Otis Elevator Company, and Dave Wyman,
their serviceman in our buildings, told Safety Captains
at their monthly meeting in May: "Accident records com
piled by Otis indicate elevators are the safest form of
public transportation."
They pointed out the many safety features incorpo
rated in our elevators and the emergency removal of
passengers from elevators. They also assured us that
our elevators a re the finest and most modern in the ele
vator industry.
They also explained that there are five times the
amount of cables installed in our elevators than are re
qui red by law for safety. It was emphasized that every
safety precaution is taken to ensure that our present
elevators are as safe as possible.
As an example, the visitors outlined the 1965 black
out in the Northeast which covered an area where Otis
serviced approximately 20,000 elevators. There were
355 passengers detained in 1 6 1 elevators located in
1 03 buildings, and most passengers were removed in
less than one hour with only one minor injury occurring.
This fine safety record can only be attributed to the
fact that the entire operation was supervised by properly
t rained mechanics, aware of all the hazards involved in
removing passengers from stalled elevators under emer
gency conditions.
The Florida Plans have a 24 hour a day contract with
Otis which affords us the availability of expert help for
any elevator emergency that might arise.

Blue Cross Association

iy, Blue Shield Association
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What Is Ri9ht In The United States

These are some thoughts expressed about Independence Day, celebrated the 4th of July:

THERE IS SOMETHING RIGHT IN AMERICA WHEN:
1. Parents accept and fulfill their responsibility to teach their children basic moral principles.
2. Persons take pride in their work, and want to perform a job well.
3. Someone speaks up for and acts on behalf of individu�ls being _a bused and deprived of
their rights.
4. People exercise their freedom of religion by participating in the public worship of God every
Sunday.
5. A government official insists on doing what is right despite pressures to do otherwise.
6. Employers pay just wages and are humane to their employees.
7. Individuals and companies help to keep America beautiful by refraining from littering the ground,
air or water; and by cleaning up some of the mess that already exists.
8. Citizens keep informed about their government, and exercise the right and responsibility
to vote.
9. Companies produce good products to be sold at a reasonable price.
10. People are honest, just, considerate, and kind because they believe these to be the highest
virtues.
(Reprinted with permission from "The Cumberlander. " First Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Evansville, Indiana, by Pastor H. W. Morrow.)
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